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The Biology of a Leafcutter Bee 
( Megachile brevis) and Its Associates 1 
BY 
CHAHLES D. MrCHENEH 2 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a detai led account of the habits of the com mon est leaf-
cu tter bee in Kansas. It is shown that the bee increases grea tly in abundance 
during th e warmer part of each year, there being two to four genera tion s p er 
year. This spec ies is very mobile, popu lati ons regularly disp ersing from certa in 
hab itat s and new assemb lages concentrating at other places as their food 
sources ( flowe rs) change during the year. Dispersal d istan ces up to severa l 
miles are thought to be common. Places of concentrat ion are of two kinds, 
( 1) nesting habitats where the sexes a re equa lly abundant and ( 2) nectar 
habitats wh ich hold principally males althoug h fema les may be found there. 
The kinds of flowers used as pollen somces are systema tically diverse. ~lost 
of them arc b lue, purp le, or whitish io color. o flower constancy was detected 
in bees me rely suck ing nectar, but in those gatheri ng pollen there is a strong 
tendency for only a single kind of pollen to be ga th ered on any one pollen col-
lectin g trip. Exceptions we re noted, however. 
Nesting sites are always in pre-existing holl ows, but th ese may be almost 
anywhere. Most are in weed stalks but some are in the ground or even in very 
dense foliage. Cell structure is also highly variab le, both petals and leaves 
being used in most cells. The processes of ce ll cons tru ction , provisio ning, 
and egg lay ing are described in detail. Growth and development are also de-
scribed. In summ er the period from egg laying to adu lt emergence is abou t 
a month. Th e species ove rwint ers as matme lar vae. 
The life hi story of th e cuckoo bee, Coel-ioxys octode ntata , th e principal 
paras ite of M egachile brevis, is described. 
A section on th e possibl e import ance of this leafcu tt er as a pollin ator of alfalfa 
is includ ed and to a cons idera bl e extent serves as a summary. 
1. Acknowledgrnent is made to the General Researc h Fund s of the Univers ity of 
Kansas for aid w hi ch made thi s study poss ibl e. 
2 . Contr ibuti on number 841 from the Department of Entomo logy, Un iversity of Kansas. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This work was undertaken in order to provide detailed informa• 
tion on the bionomics of one of our commonest North American 
leafcutter bees. Such information should contribute to the study of 
comparative behavior of bees, which ought to be pressed with the 
same vigor as that of comparative morphology, for it will doubtless 
improve our understanding of the relationships of various be e 
groups. Such information will also serve as a biological basis for 
efforts to increase the effectiveness of this bee as a pollinator of alfalfa 
and other crops. The work was begun primarily with this latter 
idea in mind for Megachile brevis is usually the commonest wild bee 
in Kansas alfa lfa fields that is effective in tripping the flowers. How-
ever, since the relationships with the environment wer e found to be 
exceedingly complex and to vary from season to season, observations 
were made on all aspects of behavior that could be investigated 
with the hope that information of practical value in the effort to 
increase the abundance of these bees could be obtained. 
The work was carried on over a period of three years, 1950 
through 1952. Much of it was done in the vicinity of Lawrence, 
Kansas , but long series of observations at other points in the state 
were made , as indicated in the text. 
The observations are not those of any one person; field informa• 
tion was gathered by several persons other than myself. Among 
these I wish to mention particularly Jimmy R. White , Alvaro vVille, 
Wallace E. La Berge, and Dr. Roland L. Fischer. Without their 
help the studies here reported would have required many more 
years. 
Megachile brevis Say is a member of the subgenus Litomegachile. 
It is one of a group of very closely allied species. Mitchell ( 1936) 
separated the more distinctive species of L-itomegachile but re-
tained three forms as "varieties" of brevis. One of these "varieties," 
nupta Cresson, is presumably noth ing but a rare co!or variant of 
brevis proper. If this is true, the name nupta ought to be placed in 
the synonymy of brevis. 
Another of the "varieties" does not seem to intergrade with brevis 
and occupies a range from Nort h Caro lina and Mississippi to south-
ern F lorida. It is entire ly sympatric with brevis and must therefore 
be regarded as a closely re lated bu t distinc t species, M. pseudo-
brevis Mitche ll. 
I 
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The third "variety," onobrychiclis Cockerell, has a wide range from 
Nebraska and Texas to the Pacific. Over this entire area it appears 
to intergrade completely with bees having characteristics of brevis 
proper. It is th erefore probab le that a western subspecies, M. brevis 
onobry chiclis Cockerell, should be recognized, although some indi-
viduals of this subspecies are indistinguishable from brevis proper. 
Th e be e upon which th e series of observations described below 
is bas ed is th erefo re properly called Megachile brevis brevis Say. 
Th e species ranges from th e Atlantic to th e Pacific and from southern 
Florid a and north ern Mexico to Quebec and British Columbi a. It 
is thus one of our most widespread bees. 
Although th e details of th e life history will be explain ed later , it 
seems necessa ry to give cer tain ba ckground information here. Mega-
chile brevis, like other members of th e family Megachilidae, is a non-
social insect havin g no worker caste. Each fema le cons tructs cells 
made from pieces of leaves an d petals, hence th e name leafc utt er bee. 
Th ese cells are placed in any of a wide variety of situations such as in 
hollow weed stalks, in curl ed leaves, or in hol es in the ground. They 
may be single or in series, placed end to end. Each is provisioned 
with a viscous mass of hon ey and pollen, sufficient to provide food 
for th e en tir e larva l development. An egg is th en laid on top of the 
food mass and th e cell is closed with a cap made from more pieces 
of petals and leaves. In summer th e tim e required for grow th and 
developm ent from egg layin g to emergence of th e adu lt is about a 
month , but larvae reaching maturity after about th e middle of 
August cease th eir development, passing the winter as mature 
larva e which pupate and emerge as adults in th e spring. Th e males 
emerge at abou t the same tim e as th e females and live about as long 
as th e latt er, a situation unusual among be es. 
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PART I. SEASONAL HISTORY AND HABITATS 
SEASONAL FLUCTIJATIONS IN ABUNDANCE 
Megachile brevis can be seen on flowers throughout the warm 
season of the year, in Lawrence from May 10 to October 1, and 
doubtless earlier in very mild springs and later in warm fall seasons. 
In southern Florida there are collecting records as early as February 
9 and as late as November 22; it is possible that the species is active 
throughout the year there. 
Because of the mobility of populations of this bee, it is difficult to 
obtain satisfactory data on the fluctuations in abundance during 
the season. A particularly attractive patch of flowers may result 
in a concentration of bees at almost any time, yet for miles around 
there may be very few bees. When the attractive patch ceases to 
bloom, the bees disperse , with the result that there is an apparent 
( but almost certainly not a real) drop in population. Moreover, 
the observers were often intent on watching nests or known con-
centrations of bees with the result that serious attempts to estimate 
bee abundance over large areas were not made. Furthermore, 
such factors as temperature, wind, and sunlight so affected the 
activities of the bees that two days' observation rarely gave com-
parable results. In spite of these difficulties considerable informa-
tion on population fluctuations was gathered. For comparative 
purposes, this was converted to average number of Megachile brevis 
seen per half hour in the field. 
In the vicinity of Lawrence this bee is not especially common and 
in many places, particularly early in the season, not a single speci-
men would be seen. However, we soon learned the most satisfactory 
places to look and the data is largely based on observations made 
in these places, although as indicated above, this introduces irregu-
larities due to the ability of the bees to concentrate in favorable 
areas. 
In any event, near Lawrence, the first M. brevis were seen on 
May 15 in 1950 ( a not entirely fresh female which must have been 
active for several days), May 22 in 1951, and May 26 in 1952. A 
very fresh male in the Snow Entomological Museum was collected 
near Lawrence on May 10, 1949. During May and the entire 
month of June, the bees were scarce. This was particularly so in 
the very cool, wet June of 1951. This was the wettest June on 
record, with a total rainfall of 11.65 inches, resulting in great floods. 
During this month there was no day recorded when the average 
('" •c ........... _.,. __ .. ,,.a9i_~ 1111111"ll4~--'""• ...,.- ~§ - - laQ --.; ------ ·- -
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number of M. brevis observed per half hour exceeded four. During 
the dry and relatively warm Jun e of 1952, th e bees were but little 
more abundant, probably because of th e small number produced 
during 1951, but in th e more normal but cool June of 1950, there 
were days when ten bees per half hour could be observed . 
Both in 1950 and 1952, marked increases in abundance wer e noted 
soon after July 1. In the warm dry season of 1952, thi s was par-
ticularly noticeable and by the last week in July areas existed where 
one could hear th e sound of M egachile Hight at all times during the 
day and could see as many as 60 individuals ( amount of duplication 
unknown) per half hour. In 1951, how ever, doubtl ess beca use of 
continued cool wet conditions and presumably poor reproduction 
durin g th e extreme Jun e wea th er, no mark ed incr ease in Megachi le 
abundance was noted during July. 
In August , 1950 and 1951, particu larly th e former, incr eases in 
Megachile populations were not ed , so that averages of 40 bees 
observed p er half hour were sometimes recorded in 1950, 20 in 
1951. Although no mor e adults probably emerg e after th e first 
week in Sept ember,1 this abundance was mainta ined throu gh Sep-
TO PRODUCE THIS SEASONS ADULTS FOR ADULTS NEXT SPRING 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. 
Frc. 1. Diagram showing estimated averag e seasonal fluctuation in adu lt 
abund ance of Megachile brevis, together with probab le seasons of adu lt emer-
gence and of egg layin g. 
temb er each year. In 1952, th e records sugges t a different picture, 
for by August 15, th e b ees seem ed much scarcer than in late July 
and early August, and this situation prevailed throu gh Sep tember. 
The year 1952, by contrast to 1951, was one of the dryest growing 
1. A specime n em erge d in th e laboratory on Sep temb er 5, 1952, and a very fr esh 
sp ecim en was seen in the field on September 11 , 1950. 
--- ------- ~-_, _________ .., _____ --ii~---..,..--. 
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seasons on record and th erefor e by midd le and lat e summer Rowers 
were very scarce. Th ere is no doubt that this scarcity resu lt ed in an 
appa rent reduction in th e b ee population by disp ersing it as well 
as in a real reduction du e to the scarci ty of food supplies. Counts 
made in early Septemb er, 1952, in th e most favorable locations and 
in good weather, showed only six to ten Me gachile per half hour. 
Based on th e three yea rs of exper ience which includ ed one extra-
ordinarily wet and cool summ er ( 1951) and one hot and extra-
ordinarily dry summer ( 1952) , it seems cer tain th at in an ordinarily 
warm summer with enoug h pr ecipitation to grow a normal crop of 
flowers, M egachil e brevis populations in th e Lawr ence area would 
increase during the summe r in approxima tely th e mann er shown 
in figure 1. It seems possibl e that in th e charac teris tically drier 
regions of western Kansas , where the predominant late summer 
and fall flowers are yellow composi tes rare ly utiliz ed by this b ee, 
th e fall increase in ab und ance might not occur, as was the case 
in 1952 in Lawrence. 
NUMBER OF GENERATIONS PER YEAR 
The number of generations per year doubtl ess fluctuat es with 
th e length of th e active season. Even in a single locality it is appar-
ent ly not a regular or cons tant matt er. Th e only generation which 
is relatively easily und erstood is th e first. All bees activ e in May 
and early Jun e seemed rather fresh . Because of the scarcity of thi s 
genera tion it is impossibl e to say how lon g th e adu lt emergence 
period is, but th e impression gained from th e apparen t increase in 
abundance of bees on flowers dur ing May is th at the eme rg ence 
may continue until abou t th e end of May. Nest cons tru ction and 
egg layin g doubtl ess begin within a few days after emergence of 
th e adu lts and con tinu e for nearly their entire lives , probably at 
least a mont h . In th e clim atically more or less normal sprin g and 
early summer of 1952, a perfectly fresh fema le believed to be of 
th e second generation was seen on Jun e 17, and an exceeding ly 
badly worn female, doubtless a remnant of the first genera tion , on 
Jul y 3. In summer th e egg to adult per iod is about a month; in 
th e cooler weather of sprin g it is somewhat longer . Thu s second 
gene ration individuals would be appearing more or less continuously 
from about Jun e 17 until the beginnin g of August. 
Considering th e ear liest offspring of each generation ( thus the 
maximum numb er of generations per year), we conclude that 
second genera tion individua ls emerging as early as June 17 could 
probab ly have matur e third generation progeny as early as Ju ly 
- -"'I":"'~- ........ - -- ... -------------- -
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20 or 25. ( Th ese would thu s be emerging at th e same tim e as 
th e last second genera tion individuals.) Th ese third genera tion 
individuals could h ave adult prog eny of the fourth genera tion by 
th e end of August or early September. Their pro geny would hib er-
nate and emerge in th e sprin g as th e £rst generation of th e following 
year. 
A ,__ ............... J ... ······· ... "········· ... ?........... ~ B ·· ··········L.. ......... . . ............ . ............................ It: ......... 
,-------1 ···········L ..........  _____ -1 
C 1---- ··········· .... t ............. 
··········?············ .. } ........... . 
MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. 
F1c. 2. Diagram showing the way in which generations become mixed, 
large ly because of th e long reproduc tiv e period of th ese bees. A represents 
a seaso nal cycle of 4 generations, in which the ea rli est eggs of eac h genera tion 
give rise to th e following generation. B represents a seasona l cycle of 2 genera-
tions in whic h the last eggs of each genera tion give ri se to th e fo llowing 
generation. C represents th e presumab ly commonest situation of thr ee genera-
tions. Solid lin es rep resent immature stages; dotted lines adults. Generations 
of adu lts are numb ered. 
By con tr ast , considering the last offspring of eac h generation 
( thu s th e minimum number of generations per year) we conclude 
th at second generation individuals emerging in lat e July would lay 
some of th eir last eggs well after th e first week in August. Such 
eggs wou ld not develop into adults unti l spring; th us th ere wou ld 
be but two generations during th e yea r. It is quit e likely th at 
some such second generation bees would survive until lat e August 
and thu s be in flight at th e same tim e as th e ea rliest fourth genera tion 
individual s men tioned in the preceding paragraph. In short, it 
seems that in a year of ordi nary temp era tur es near Lawrence, 
Kans as, th ere may be as few as two generations or as many as 
four ; most prob abl y go throu gh thr ee genera tions. After th e first, 
th e generations become comp letely mixed as shown in figure 2, 
beca use of the rather long periods ( probab ly about a month) during 
which adults are activ e and laying eggs. On e can th erefor e observe 
most ad ult activities, such as nest cons tru ction and provisioning, 
at all times from May until the first of October. 
Studies of ages of popul ation sampl es durin g 1952 support th ese 
statements. Age was judged by th e amount of tattering of th e 
wing margin; th e condition of specimens was recor ded as fr esh , 
fair, or poor by compari son with drawings prepa red in advance 
and carried in th e field . Ma ny of th e bees were lib erat ed after 
examination . About equ al numbe rs of each sex fell in th e var ious 
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categories, indicating that wing wear of males is abou t equivalent 
to that of females. All specimens ( 15) collected in May and on 
June 1 and 2, wer e fresh. Five specimens collected on June 7, 
and five more on June 13, were fair. On June 17, nine specimens 
were fair , two poor, and one ( presumably second generation) fresh. 
Increasing numbers of fresh specimens were observed later in Jun e 
and on July 3, a small sample was classified as follows: one very 
poor ( remnant of first generation), three fresh , thr ee fair. As bees 
became more abundant it became possible to obtain larger samples 
for this purpose and during July and August 290 specimens were 
examined to determine th e amount of wear of the wings. Of these 
111 were classified as fresh, 166 as fair, and 14 as poor. During 
these months there was no particular time when one category was 
more abundant than at other times; the summer population was a 
comp lete mixture of age groups. The small number of bees in poor 
condition was due to th e extr eme ly tattered wings required for this , 
classification; only a few bees achieved sufficient wear ( and sufficient 
age?) to be so classified. 
The data for the exceedingly cool and wet spring and early sum-
mer of 1951 indicated that weather conditions influenced the rate 
of dev elopm ent and hence the number of generations. Two 
freshly completed nests of thr ee cells each were found, one on May 
27, one on May 29. Each was kept and th e time of emergence 
of adults was July 11 and 12. Unfortunately all six bees which 
emerged were the parasit e, Coelioxys. Howev er, lat er in the sum-
mer the developmental period of the Coelioxys is about the same 
as that of M egachile; therefore there is good reason to believ e 
th at the cool weather slowed the developmental period of both 
forms from about a month to about 45 days. This surmise is sup-
ported by the field observations which show that, while very few 
bees could be found , only tatter ed individuals (presumably first 
generation) were seen during the first week in July . Their num-
ber was even smaller than during June , so that it -appeared that the 
first generation nearly died out before the appearance of the second 
generation. Several fresh individuals were seen in the field during 
the second week in July. In a year such as this it would seem 
that the maximum possible number of generations would be thr ee 
and that two might be very common. The small number of genera-
tions, in addition to the reduced reproductive activity of individual 
bees due to frequent periods of cloudy weather, rain, and low 
temperatures , would account for the low populations observed 
during 1951. 
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OVERWINTERING 
As can be seen from figure 1, a very lar ge proportion of the normal 
year's production consists of the overwintering individuals, and 
relatively few of these individuals survive to emerge the following 
spring. The reasons for the high winter mortality are discussed 
elsewh ere. Overwintering occurs as fully fed mature larv ae or 
prepupae. The factors which cause the cessation of development 
at this stage are not obvious, for temperatures are still high, some-
times very high , in the third and fourth weeks of August. Yet 
larvae which reach maturity at that time remain in that stage. 
They do not pupate and soon emerge as adu lts, as would mature 
larvae earlier in the season even at much lower temperatures . 
Th e data concerning th e time at which diapausing begins are as 
follows: An egg laid August 5, 1952, produced an adult on Septem-
ber 5. An egg laid approximately August 7, 1952, produced an 
adult at an unknown date in early September. Larvae from these 
eggs must have been spinning cocoons about August 16 and 18, 
and proceeded with their development to become adults. Eggs 
laid about August 17, and on August 20, 1952, develop ed into indi-
viduals which went into winter as mature larva e. 
Tw elve eggs ( in several nests ) which were laid on various dates 
from August 7 to 13, 1950, did not produce adults that year but 
went into wint er as mature larva e. Six other larvae which had 
reached maturit y and were beginning cocoon spinning from August 
16 to 21, 1950, also went into winter as mature larva e. 
Nests are still being provision ed as lat e as October l ; th erefore 
all of the eggs laid from abou t August 7, until Octob er 1, go to 
make up the overwintering generation, or first generation of the 
following year. It is not known exactly when pup ation of this gener-
ation occurs but it is in th e spring with adults emerging during 
the last two thirds of May . 
In nests kept in th e laboratory at room temperature during the 
winter the emergence is spread out over a long period , from October 
to March. Und er conditions of continued warmth the diapause is 
apparently brok en very irregularly and at widely different tim es. 
DISPERSAL AND FAVORED HABITATS 
As has already been intimated , Megachile brevis, unlike many soli-
tary bees, is a highly mobile speci es. Since it has a long season of 
adult activity with several generations per year, the places which 
are particularly favorable at one time of th e year are entirely differ-
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ent from those that are favorable at other times. Not only do suc-
cessive generations disperse from their regions of emergence and 
concentrate in the places that happen to be attractive at the moment, 
but it seems certain that a bee in the midst of its life and of its nest 
making activi ties may leave one area to go to another, perhaps 
severa l miles distant. 
Strong indications exist of a constant shifting about of populations. 
Concentrations, largely of males, occur in areas of good nectar 
supplies even though nesting sites and pollen supplies are not 
available. 
There are probably virtually no areas in eastern Kansas where 
M egachile brevis cannot occasionally be found. There appear to 
be no natural habitats which are favorable enough to attract large 
numbers of Megachile throughout the season of activity. The fol-
lowing sections on favorab le areas where most of our studies were 
made are pres ented in order to indicate the characteristics of the 
plac es that are favorable at different seasons and in order to present 
the evidence for dispersal. 
There are two types of favorable habitats which cause concen-
trations of th e bees. On e is called a nesting habitat , for it provides 
nesting sites and poll en sources as well as nectar. So far as is known , 
all plants utiliz ed for pollen also provide nectar; at least the bees 
thrust their proboscides into th e flowers as though sucking nectar 
at the same time that they collect pollen. The other is called 
a nectar habitat . It is a place where the principal flowers are highly 
attractive as nectar sources but are not used for poll en. Nesting 
sites may not be available in the vicinity. Male bees sometimes 
concentrate in such situations, and some female bees are found there . 
NESTING HABIT A TS 
Although the first M egachile brevis emerge in the vicinity of 
Lawrence in the first third of May , there are no known areas of 
concentration until the last third of May. At that time ( actual 
observations elated May 24 to June 5) Amorpha fruticosa comes into 
bloom in low moist areas where there is no shade and often the bees 
concen tr ate on it in considerab le numbers for this season. Area 1, 
where many spring observations were made, is one mile east, one 
mile south of Lawrence. It is a swampy spot about two acres in 
area full of Amorpha fruticosa. A railroad embankmen t alon g one 
side of it is covered with small rose bushes which provid e leav es 
for nest making and with dead stalks of various larg e weeds, such 
as Helianthus and Ambrosia, which provide favorable nesting sites. 
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The Arnorpha is the only source, so far as known, for pollen and 
ne tar at this place. In early June, when this species of Amorpha 
cea.ses to bloom freely, the Megachile disappear in spite of the 
presence of certain flowers sometimes used by Megachile (e.g. 
Trifoliurn 1 ). At no subsequent time in the year, in spite of periodic 
observations throughout the summers of 1951 and 1952, were many 
Megachile seen in the region of Area 1, although very occasional 
individuals sucking nectar from Teucrium and Verbena were seen on 
a hill one fourth of a mile away during August. 
In general, although it is occasionally a nectar source, sweet 
clover (Melilotus) is not a pollen source for Megachile brevis. On 
two occasions , however, among hundreds of patches of this plant 
examined, small patches of freshly blooming Melilotus o-fficinalis 
have been found to be rather heavily used ( considering the scarcity 
of the first generation ) as pollen sources. One of these , Area 2, 
is four miles north of Garnett , Kansas , and bees were observed there 
on May 22, 28, and 29, 1951, each day abundant enough that about 
six could be seen per half hour of observation. This patch was on 
high dry land in a weedy roadsid e area where there were plenty of 
old H elianthus stalks for nesting sites. On Jun e 10, only a single 
M eg achil e was seen th ere; presumably the others had left in favor 
of areas of Psoralea -f{oribuncla half a mile away or because the sweet 
clover b eca me less attractive as it became older. The second area 
where bees were seen using Melilotus o-fficinalis as a major pollen 
source was along the road through the sand hills four miles south 
of Garden City, Kansas , on June 12, 1952. 
After the Amorpha fruticosa is no longer in full bloom the principal 
plant attractive to Megachile brevis as a pollen source is Psoralea 
-f/,oribuncla, or in certain areas in southeastern Kansas ( e. g., Galena 
and thr ee miles east of Baxter Springs), Psoralea psoralioides eglan-
clulosa. The former in particular is a widespread and common 
prairie plant. It occurs often in small prairie patches remaining 
along roadsid es or railroads, but is especially abundant in large 
prairie acreages. In eastern Kansas the prairies are limited to high 
ground, usually hill tops. Thus the bees of the first generation, 
when the Amorpha fruticosa is no longer in b loom, apparent ly must 
often move distances of several miles from low wet areas to prairies 
covered with Psoralea fioribuncla. 
The mos t studied prairie of this sort , Area 3, located three miles 
southwes t of Ott awa, Kansas, is severa l squa re miles in extent . A 
1. Exc ept for the list in the section on kinds of flowers visit ed, generic names only are 
used in m entioning flowers unl ess two species of a genus are discussed in this paper. 
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few trees grow in the gullies but even there the herbaceous vege-
tation consists largely of prairi e species. The Psoralea fioribunda 
begins to bloom there at about th e beginning of June and each year 
Megachile have been coll ected th ere between June 2 and 6. Th ere 
are no ear lier prairie flowers attractive to M egachi le in this area. 
The Psoralea remains in bloom and serves as both a pollen and 
nectar source until near the end of June. In the latter part of that 
month Amorpha canescens, another prairie plant, is sometimes also 
used as a pollen and nectar source. As soon as the Psoralea is no 
lon ger in abundant bloom, however, the bees disappear from the 
prairie , even though Amorpha canescens, Petalostemon, and other 
seemingly suitable plants are in full bloom there. In Area 3, th ere 
are no suitable weed stalks for nesting, and the bees nest under bits 
of sod, under dried cow dung, or in fence posts. They use for nests 
leaves and petals of the small prairie rose as well as of various 
other prairie plants. 
Ar ea 4 is a floristically similar prairie of only a few acres exten t 
locat ed one and one half miles west and one half mile south of 
Lawrence. Any part of it is within a few hundred feet of such 
nesting sites as old Ambrosia and H elianthus stems. In this area, 
too, Megachile activity, although always slight, was limited to the 
season when Psoralea fioribuncla was in bloom , except for the one 
observation described in the following paragraph. 
One of the first bits of evidence concerning migration came from 
th e following seri es of observations: On August 3 and 7, Area 4 
was carefully inspected for Megachile because of the excellent 
growth of seemingly suitable flowers such as Petalostemon. Not a 
specimen of M. brevis was seen. On th ese days, however, a few 
M. brevis were seen in a pastur e one fourth mile away which was 
heavily grown up with Vernonia , from which th e bees were gathering 
pollen as well as nectar and with Symphoricarpos, which was used 
only for nectar. On August 15, in the morning, this pasture was 
mowed and all the flowers in it cut. By noon that day several M. 
brevis of both sexes could be seen in Area 4, sucking nectar from the 
Peta lostemon and from Solidago flowers. The next day, and subse-
quently, none could be found there. The inference was that the 
bees dispersed from the mowed pasture, some of them stopping 
for nectar in Area 4, but not staying since the flowers th ere were 
of rather unattractive sorts. 
During the latter part of June and the first half of July the Mega-
chile brevis seem very much dispersed with no areas of abundance 
·-----------------~,....----------- -,-.--~-" 
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en native vegetation. A very few remain in the prairies wh ere 
6ey collect pollen of Amorpha canescens; others are attracted by the 
first flowers of Vernonia. Introduced alfalfa ( M edicago) is the only 
plamt which seems to attract rather larg e numbers of Megachile 
he-11Jis at this season. They were studied in numerous areas on 
lfa.lfa, but th e only place worthy of special comment is known as 
Are:a 5. This is a two-acr e patch of alfalfa surrounded by brushy 
and! weedy creek bottoms and roadside vegetation. It is locat ed 
r.ear Blue Mound, southeast of Lawrence, Kansas. It was in full 
blocom when £rst visited on July 14, 1950, and was nearly out of 
blo,om by August 4. During this period Megachile brevis was abun-
damt collecting pollen and nectar, particularly so about July 20, 
whe n th e hum of several Megachile could be heard at all times and 
at one tim e an estimate of 80 bees seen per half hour of observation 
was made. In late July, as the flowering became poorer, the Mega-
chile became much scarcer. 
One of th e principal sources of pollen in th e latter part of July 
and throu ghout most of August is Vernonia. This plant comes up as 
a perennial weed in poorly cared-for pastures, particularly in low 
but not swampy lands. Patches of it are very common; a few 
M eg achile brevis can be found in most of them, many in some. The 
Vernonia patch most fully studied is Area 6, a pasture of many acres 
9 miles south and 3 miles east of Lawrence. It had grown up in 
brush and small tr ees, and then a few years ago it was cleared 
excep t for certain large tr ees. The resulting cut brush and trees 
were placed in large piles scattered over the pastur es. Weeds com-
ing up in th ese piles were out of reach of cattl e and matured and 
died, leaving many old we ed stalks for nesting sites, in addition to 
scatt ered weed stalk s elsewhere in th e pasture. Sumac ( Rhus) 
bushes around the pasture served as an important pollen source 
in 1950, especially as th e Vernonia went out of bloom in mid-August. 
In 1951, the Vernonia was just coming into bloom at th e encl of July 
and continu ed until the end of August but in the warmer summer 
of 1952 it was blooming by mid-July and nearly out of bloom by 
mid-August. 
Area 7 is an abandoned pasture six miles southeast of De Soto , 
Kansas . Since the principal pollen source is Vernonia , the area is 
attractive to Megachile at th e same season as Area 6. The situation 
differs from that of Area 6 principally in the great abundance of 
dead Ambrosia and Helianthus stalks throughout the area, forming 
suitable nesting places, and in the profusion of Symphoricarpos 
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which provides nectar from late July into September. Lythrum in a 
low area also serves as a nectar source. Thus as long as th e Vernonia 
is in bloom this is an important nesting habitat; indeed in 1952, the 
only season that this area was observed, Megachile was more abun-
dant here than at any other place found in eastern Kansas, possibly 
because of th e comb ination of a good pollen source and many 
nesting places. 
On July 25, 1952, most of th e Megachile observed in this area were 
working on Vernonia flowers. By August 8, many were visiting 
Symphoricarpos for nectar, as was observed on repeated visits th ere-
after. By August 20, the few stragglers among Vernonia plants were 
still being visited for pollen but most of th e bees in th e area were 
visiting Syrnphorocarpos for nectar. Although, as indicated above, 
th e abundance of Megachile in this area in 1952 was doubtless due 
to Vernonia and the numerous nesting places , the availability of 
Symphoricarpos nectar may be the factor that kept the bees in th e 
area almost until th e last Vernonia was out of bloom. By August 10, 
th e bees were nearly gone from a Vernonia patch about a mile away 
which lacked th e Syrnphoricarpos. 
Area 8 is a somewhat similar pasture two miles east and eight 
miles south of Lawrence. It lack s th e numerous nesting sites of 
Area 7, and th e Vernonia is rather sparse; as at Area 6 an important 
pollen source is bushes of Rlms. Because of the abundance of 
Symphoricarpos, and in some places of Lythrurn, the area is also a 
nectar habitat. Observations began in this area on August 4, 1951, 
when both Vernonia and Rhus were being used as pollen sources. It 
seemed that Rhus was most visited in th e mornings. As this was 
a high dry area, th e Vernonia ceased bloom earlier than in Area 6, 
so that by mid-August most of the pollen collecting was from Rhus, 
which in turn ceased its blooming in late August. Thereafter the 
only M egachile brevis seen in the area were a few sucking nectar 
from various flowers which are not used for pollen. 
After th e Vernonia of the pasture areas and th e Rhus of nearby 
fence rows and waste land stop blooming , there is a short season 
when th ere is no really suitable abundant pollen source for Mega-
chile brevis in eastern Kansas. The bees apparently disperse ( see 
records of dispersal from Area 8 in th e section on studies of marked 
individuals below) and can be seen sucking nectar from a very 
wide variety of flowers. 
In 1950, a pasture ( Area 9) three miles northwest of Lawrence 
was the site of intense activity of Megachile brevis. On September 
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5, wh en th e plac e was first visited th e bees were collecting pollen 
from both Guti errezia and Trifolium. This activity very likely 
started bec ause of th e short age of mor e suitable flowers. At no 
oth er plac e were th ese flowers found to be used except as an occa-
sional nectar sourc e. Moreov er, th e same flowers growing in the 
same plac e were not seen visit ed for poll en by Megachile brevis in 
1951 or 1952. In 1950, how ever, poll en ga th erin g continued until 
the Guti errezia ceased flowering about Septemb er 25. 
The usual poll en sourc e aft er th e first week in Sept emb er is 
various species of purpl e Aster whi ch bloom along roadsides and 
in pastur es. In Area 10, four miles northw est of Lawrence, Aster 
beg an to bloom about Sept emb er 6, 1950, and continu ed until 
Octob er 7, althou gh no Megachile were seen after Octob er 1, doubt-
less b eca use of cool weath er. Th ey were collectin g pollen on 
Octob er 1, how ever. 
N ECT AR H ABI TATS 
It seems likely th at l\feg achile brevis will , on occasion , suck nectar 
from almo st any flower from whi ch thi s bee is ph ysically equipp ed 
to obtain nectar. i\tior cover , as alr eady stated , it will obt ain nectar 
from prob ably all th e kinds of flowers used as poll en sourc es. Th ere 
are, how ever, cert ain kind s of flowers not or rarely visited for pollen 
but very attrac tive to th ese bees as nectar sources . Pat ches of such 
flowers seem to hold wa nd erin g bees, espec ially males, for var ying 
lengths of time. It is th e res ultin g concen tra tions of bees not active 
in nest makin g th at ch aract erize th e nectar h abitats . 
Areas 7 and 8 describ ed abo ve became nectar habit ats wh en th e 
poll en sour ces in th em fail ed. Th e bees obtain ed the nectar prin -
cipall y from Symplwri carpos, to a lesser extent from Lythrwn , occa -
sionally from Pycncmthemum , Bid ens, and various oth er plants. In 
each of th ese areas th ere was a consid erabl e period wh en both nest-
ing bees and tho se wh ich app eared to be only suckin g nectar could 
be found . 
A small seepa ge space in Area 6 is a nectar h abit at , oft en full of 
mal e bees and of some females whi ch show no eviden ce of nestin g 
in th e ar ea. H ere th e nectar sourc es are num erous and attractiv e 
before, during , and aft er the poll en producing plants ( Vernonia , 
Rhus ) of this area are in bloom. Th e plants producing the nectar 
are Lythrum , Lippia , V erbena, Lycopus , Trifolium, Pycnanthenium, 
Teucrium , Ludwigia , and Bidens. One or another of this series of 
plants is in bloom from early July to early Sept ember , and at least 
a few M egachile can b e found ther e throughout that season. 
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The only area studied which was strictly a nectar habitat was 
Area 11. This is a swampy meadow about 50 yards long and 25 
yards wide. It is located nine miles south of Lawrence. It is sur-
rounded by a corn £eld , a bit of prairie containing neith er flowers 
nor nesting places likely to attract Megachile brevis, and a sowed 
grass pastur e. Thus there are practically no nesting sites. The 
meadow was full of Lythrum in bloom through the entire month of 
August, 1951, and until mid-August in the dry summer of 1952. 
M egachile brevis was the commonest bee on these flowers. 
The presence of an occasional nesting Megachile in this area is 
shown by the reco rd of a female cutting leaves there. Such scat-
tered nesting individuals can be found almost anywhere, irrespec-
tive of the areas of concentration discussed above. 
STUDIES OF MARKED INDIVIDUALS 
The prec eding sections show clearly that Megachile brevis is 
foun<l in a wid e variety of situations and that it concentrates in dif-
ferent places at differe nt seasons. The conclusion is obvious that 
considerabl e disp ersal occurs. To shed additional light on the mat-
ter , severa l marking studies were undertaken. Only two such 
studies produced significant data and even in these cases the data 
are meager. Both of the se studies were made during August, 1951. 
During th e per iod August 4 to 20, inclusiv e, 148 M egachile brevis 
were m arked in Area 8. Weath er permitting, the area was visited 
and specimens marked every other day. 
Marking was done by means of quick drying paints , spots of 
which were applied by means of a £ne brush to bees captured in a 
net. All individuals marked on any one day were marked with th e 
same color on th e same part of th e body. If a bee were reca phir ed 
on a subsequent day, it was marked with th e color of that day, so 
th at a b ee might acquire several spots of color if it were recaptured 
several tim es. There was no evid enc e that th e paint injur ed th e 
be es. Sometimes it probably wore off, for bees were occasionally 
seen from which most of th e paint had disappeared. However, 
th ere is no reason to believe that bees which had thus lost th eir 
identity played any large role in th e results described below. 
No doubt due to the chang e in this area from a nesting habitat in 
early August to a nectar habitat in the later part of the month , a con-
siderable change in the M egachile population was noted. Thus 
from August 4 to 12 a total of 103 bees were marked, of which 67 
( 13.8 per day of marking) were females, 36 ( 7.2 per day of mark-
ing) males. From August 16 to 20, a total of 45 bees was marked , 
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of which 13 ( 4.3 per day of marking) were females, 32 ( 10.7 per 
day of marking) males. Thus th e numb er of mal es mark ed per day 
increas ed as th e area became a necta r h abitat , perhaps large ly due 
to the decrease in abundance of females which allowed th e marker 
more tim e for capturing an d marking mal es. At the same tim e the 
numb er of females decreased very greatly. Each day of mark ing 
usuall y amount ed to about thr ee hours in th e field , with variations 
clue to weather conditions. Th e ages of th e b ees varied greatly 
throughout th e month; th ere was no evid ence of th e bees in th e 
nectar habitat averag ing youn ger or older than thos e in th e nesting 
habitat. 
Recov eries of marked b ees were remarkably few. Even ea rly 
in th e month when poll en collecting females were often marked, 
only two females were seen after marking; one first marked on 
August 6, was marked again on August 10 and 16, anoth er first 
mark ed on August 4, was marked aga in August 8. Since nest 
making fema les spe nd most of th eir time eith er collecting pollen 
or pieces of leaves, it seems th at had th ey remained in th e vicinity 
th ey would have been seen again in grea ter numbers. Th e few 
nests located in and around Area 8 at thi s time consis ted of only 
one or two cells. The impression which we acqui red is th at , with 
Vernonia, th e principal pollen source, rath er scarce, th e fema le 
nestin g bees remained only long eno ugh to finish one or two cells 
and th en moved on. It should be pointed out th at while Rhus was 
an imp ortant pollen source, we have never seen th is plant alone 
support a population of thes e bees; we hav e always seen it used 
merely to supp lemen t Vernonia as the latter nears th e end of its 
flower ing season. 
Two additiona l fema les were recovered from among individuals 
marked after th e middle of the month. One was merely seen in 
Area 8 two days after marking. By good fortune, however, one 
which was marked in Area 8 on Augus t 16 was seen again on 
August 30 near Area 1 at a distance of 5.5 miles from th e point 
wh ere it was marked. This lends strong suppor t to th e idea of the 
great mobility of th ese bees. On both occasions thi s fema le was 
merely sucking nectar, not gath ering poll en, th e first tim e from 
Symphoricarpos, the second tim e from Teucrium . As already ex-
plained, lat e August is a period of poor poll en supplies for Megachile 
brevis in this region , for Vernonia and other midsummer pollen 
sources are waning, but purple Aster, the main autumnal · pollen 
source, is not yet in bloom . It is quite likely that many Megachile 
spend this time wandering about. 
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Among males eight individuals were recovered, twice as many 
as among females although there were 12 less males than females 
marked in total. If significant, this difference between the sexes 
indicates that the males moved about less than the females. This 
is quite likely true, for because of Symphoricarpos Area 8 was ap-
par ently an attractive nectar habitat. Females, being probably 
motivated by the need for pollen with which to provision nests, 
would not be expected to remain long in a nectar habitat. 
One male ( the only one recovered more than once) was marked 
on August 6, recovered August 16, 18, 20, and seen on August 22 and 
28. All five tim es aft er August 6, this bee was found in or around 
a single clump of Symphoricarpos bushes , showing that this indi-
vidual, probably unlike most , stay ed in or returned to a very re-
stricted locality for at least 22 days. 
The other marking study was conducted at Area 11, the small 
isolated Lvthrum patch with practically no nesting sites or pollen 
sources nearby. On August 17, 1951, in one and one half hours, 
55 male and four female b ees were marked ( all in the same way). 
An hour later a 15 minute survey of th e area rev ealed 19 marked 
mal es and 4 unmarked ones. Assuming that the ratio of marked to 
unmark ed bees in the area was as th e ratio of marked to unmarked 
ones seen in th e 15 minute survey, it was calculated that th ere 
were 12 unmarked male be es in the area, or a total of 67 males. 
Their age distribution was wide, as usual at this season. Of the 
55 males marked, 5 were fresh , 45 in good condition, and 5 in poor 
condition. 
Tabl e I shows the results of similar 15 minute surveys conducted 
on other dates. The consistent scarcity of femal es in this nectar 
habitat is evident, as is th e rather rapid disappearance of marked 
individuals and appearance of unmarked ones. This seems to 
provid e additional evid ence of mobility in this species. 
TADLE !.-Numb er of marked (M) and unmark ed (U) Megachile brev is 
found in 15 minut e surveys of Area 11 on various dates in August , 1951. 
Marking was done on August 17. 
Number Au~ust 
marked 17 
i\l 55 19 
)\'! ale 
u 4 
M 4 
Female 
u 
August 
20 
8 
6 
August 
22 
5 
16 
August 
29 
7 
Augu st 
31 
2 
5 
2 
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P ART II. RELATIONS WITH FLOWERS 
KINDS OF FLOWERS VISITED 
M egachil e brevis is common ly regarded as a highly polylectic 
species. F or exampl e Mitc hell ( 1936) writ es, "There are apparent ly 
few flowers which it will not visit." This is probab ly quite tru e 
insofar as visiting flowers for nectar is concerned, althou gh definite 
pr eferences are exhibi ted for cer tain nectar sources. 
In its pollen collecting, Megachile brevis is clearly rath er re-
stricted, as shown in Tab le II. There is some systema tic significance 
to the limit ations of th e list; for exampl e whole famili es like the 
Rosaceae are unr epresen ted . Yet very diverse plants such as cer -
tain of th e Leguminosae and cer tain of th e Composi tae are much 
used. It is interesting to not e th at the prin cipa l pollen sources are 
blu e or purpl e flowers, although such flowers may be systema tically 
in families as div erse as th e Leguminosae and th e Compositae . 
Certain less important poll en sources are white or green ish , and 
one rather minor source, Gut-ierre;:;ia, is yellow. This is interesting 
in view of th e lar ge number of yellow composi tes of th e region. 
Many of th ese, such as various species of H elianthus, are regularly 
visited by many bees, including various spec ies of Megachile, but 
they are only rare ly uti lized by Megachile brev is even for nectar. 
These obs ervation s show clearly th at Megachile brevis, in its 
poll en collecting, is far more restricted than such forms as Apis 
and most species of JI al ictus and Lasiog loss111n. This leads to con-
sideration of th e meaning of the terms oligo lectic an d poly lectic. 
Th ese terms wer e used by Robertson and subsequent workers, 
oligolectic b ees being thos e which visit few kinds of flowers and 
polyl ectic ones b eing thos e which visit many kinds. Mere visitin g 
for nectar , how ever , is usua lly not of grea t biological significance, 
and most records of visits of bees to flowers are of far less value 
th an if ad diti ona l informa tion as to wheth er or not poll en was 
gathered wer e also recorded. In most bees th e males and nectar 
sucking females visit most readily th e kinds of flowers from whi ch 
poll en is also gathered by th e species. How ever , th ey may visit 
almost any flowers which provid e nectar . It is in th eir poll en 
gathering that many bees are specific. 
The many hi ghly oligolectic forms known to gather pollen from 
only a single genus ( or even species) of flower, fall at one end of a 
spectrum , with highly polylecti c forms ( e . g. Apis) at the oth er 
end. Megachile brev is falls in the midst of this spectrum . 
r-. -- --
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TABLE IL-Kinds of flowers visited in East ern Kansas by Megachile brevis . 
( x marks under poll en and nectar sourc es indicate relativ e importanc e; from 
x-one or two records only , to xxxx---of major importan ce.) Presumab ly all 
poll en sources are also nectar sources but this is not indicated in th e tabl e. 
Localiti es of information not obtained in vicinity of Lawr enc e, Kansas, are 
indic ated under "remarks." 
Scient ific name Co mm on Pollen Nectar Season Co lor Remarks name sou rce so urce 
Ali smataceae 
Saoillaria Arrowhead X J uly whit e 
Euphorbiaceae 
Croton Croto n X August white 
Verbenac eae 
11 erbena micrantha Ve rbena X late J uly white 
Verbena Ve rb ena xx Jul y and 
August purp le 
Lippi a lanceolata 
va r. recognita Fogfru it X July whiti sh 
----
Labiat ae \.Vatcr la te Jul y 
Lycopus ameri canus H orehound xx and August whiti sh 
Pycnanthemurn l\1ow :tai n 
flexuosum Mint XXX Au gust wh iti sh 
Teucriu m canadense Wood Sage X Augu st pu rple 
Leguminosae 
Ast raoalus Loco weed X June whiti sh 
Amorpha May a nd 
Jruticosa False I ncligo XXX early Jun e whiti sh 
Amorpha mid-Jun e to 
canescens Lead Plant X xx mid-Jul y purple 
Petalostemon P rairie July a nd whit e 
Clover X August purp le 
Medicago July and 
saliva Alfalfa xx August purple 
Melilotus Whit e Sweet July and 
alha Clover X August whit e 
Melilotus Loca lly 
officinalis Yellow used as an 
Swe e t im portant 
Clove r X May a nd polle n 
Jun e yellow so urce 
Psoralea Wild 
floribunda Alfa lfa XXX June purpl e 
Psoralea Sout h-
psoralioides easte rn 
eolan dulo sa xx June purpl e Kan sas 
L espedeza Bush 
violacea Clover X August purpl e 
Stropho styles late Aug., 
helvola Wild Bean X xx ea rly Sep t. red 
T eph_ro~ia. red a nd 
viroin iana Goa t 's Rue X Ju ne yellow 
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TABLE 11-C oncluded 
Scientific name Comr:1on Poll en Nectar Season Color Remarks nan :e source sou rce 
Tri/ olium In one 
repens Whit e loca lity, 
C lover xx XXX July to one season, 
Sept. white imp ortant 
po llen 
source 
----
Lythraceae Wing ed July and 
L ythrum alatum Loosestr ife xxxx August pu rple 
Onagrac eae False 
Lud wigia alt ernafolia Loo scstri fe X xx August ye llow 
Anacardiaceae Found used 
Rhus copallina Suma c xx August whiti s h only nea r 
failing 
Vernonia 
patches 
Um b ellife rae M eadow lat e May 
Zizia aurea Par snip X early Jun e yellow 
Rub iaceaP. 
Di od1·a teres Buttonw eed X August pinki s h 
----
Cap rifoli aceae 
S-ymphoricarpos Buck brus h xxxx August whit ish 
orbictdatus 
Compositae South-
Coreopsis urandi/lora Coreopsis X June ye llow eastern 
Kansas 
Bid ens lat e Aug., 
polylepis Beggarticks xx early Sept. ye llow 
H elianthus annuus Sunflow er X August yellow 
Silphium perfol iatum Cup plant X August yellow 
Rudbeckia Bla ck-ey ed 
serotina Susan X July yellow 
Ratibita Y ellow 
pinnata Conefl owe r X July ye llow 
Helenium autum nale Sneezew eed X August yellow 
Gaillardia ye llow- G a rd enCi ty 
pulchella Ga illardi a X June orange Kansas 
Guti errezia In one 
dracunculoides Broom weed xx Sept. ye llow locality, 
one Beason, 
important 
po llen 
sou rce 
A ster Aster xxxx Sept. pu rple 
Solidaoo Gold enrod X late Aug. yellow 
Eupatorium 
perfoliatum Bones et X August whitish 
Vernonia la t e July 
interior Iron weed xxxx and August pu rpl e 
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It should be clear that the terms oligolectic and polylectic are 
usually significant only in relation to pollen collecting, and that 
even in that reference they are only comparative terms. 
NECTAR GATHERING 
Bees of both sexes regularly insert their proboscides into Rowers , 
evidently for nectar. This activity occurs throughout the lives of 
th e adul ts . Individuals which had only been . out of their nest 
for a few minutes were liberated in the midst of a patch of Lythrum. 
One of each sex alighted on Lythr-um Rowers after Hying less than 
two feet from th e point of liberation and insert ed its proboscis in th e 
ordinary and seemingly exper t fashion. At the other extreme, very 
tatt ered and old individuals of both sexes are often seen sucking 
nectar. 
Males alight on Rowers almo st solely in order to obtain nectar. 
Often in th e midst of actions interpreted as searching for females 
they were seen to aligh t and suck from Rowers. 
Femal es probably suck nectar from every Rower used as a pollen 
source. Rarely they stop only for nectar in th e midst of pollen 
collecting. We have a record (August 9, 1950) of two females seen 
in Area 6 with a littl e Vernonia pollen on th eir scopas , but sucking 
nectar from Ludwigia Rowers. Perhaps in th e course of gathering 
pollen they wandered away from the V ernonia into the nectar habit at 
and sucked some nectar before going on to more Vernonia. More 
frequently, bees with full pollen loads are seen to stop at certain 
flowers and suck nectar only. This is most noticeable when nectar 
is gathered from kinds of Rowers not used as pollen sources. Thus 
near Lawrence on August 19, 1950, two females with full loads of 
pollen from unknown but distant sources were seen to return to 
th e vicinity of their nests. Before th ey went into th eir nests each 
stopped to suck from several Rowers of Diodia . Such sucking may 
occur before the bees leave the vicinity of th e pollen source, as 
shown by the following examp le: Near Galena , Kansas, on June 12, 
1951, females were ga thering pollen from Psoralea psoralioides 
eglandulosa . One with an appa rently full pollen load was seen to 
leave th e Psoralea and go to a Coreopsis head blooming among the 
Psoralea. There it sucked from several disk Rowers, Rew on to thr ee 
more Coreopsis heads , to a Psoralea spike, to a Coreopsis h ead , to a 
Psoralea, to a Coreopsis, and th en away. Th e impression was that 
having obtained a full pollen load , the bee sucked nectar from any 
convenient source, p erhaps to fill its crop. That this is a common 
action is indic ated by the frequency with which bees having full 
• 
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poll en load s were seen sucking nectar but not gathering pollen. 
Thus bees with full loads of Rhu s pollen were several tim es seen 
sucking from flowers of T eucrium or Vernonia. 
Female bees, while lookin g for a nesting site, will usually stop 
and suck from a flower of almost any kind if it is close to th eir 
lin e of flight, and if a patch of flowers is encount ere d, th ey may 
visit several of th em before going on. 
It is interesting to note th at nectar gath erin g female bees visiting 
alfalfa trip most of th e flowers from whic h th ey suck. On various 
occas ions fema les were observed to trip from all to about 70 per 
cen t of th e flowers visited. In spite of th e fact th at th ey do less 
work than pollen collectin g individuals , th ey usu ally visit fewe r 
flowers per minute th an tho se which are collect ing pollen. Thus 
one fema le ( August 5, 1950 ) was observed to suck from 10 flowers 
per minute ( average of thr ee minutes). She tripp ed 21 of th e 30 
flowers visited . Another suck ed from an average of 12 flowers per 
minute (in over thr ee minut es observed) and of 34 flowers which 
she was watc hed to visit, she tripp ed 24. Pollen collec tin g fema les 
regularly trip every flower. 
Males , on th e othe r hand , often trip few or none of th e alfalfa 
flowers visited. It wou ld be interesting to know if each learns inde-
pendently how to suck th e nectar without tripping th e flowers, as 
app ears to be tru e of honeybee workers. 
FLOWER Co STAN CY r NE CTAR GATHERING 
There is no evidence of the slight est tendency for bees of eith er 
sex to restri ct th emse lves to particular kinds of flowers as nectar 
sources , even for short periods of tim e, if severa l eq ually favorable 
sources are avai labl e. The following records are selected from 
among many to exemp lify thi s statement: On August 13, 1951, a 
fema le which appeared to be searching for a nesting place was 
watched as it chanced to approa ch th e nectar habitat in Area 6. 
As it enco unt ered th e low grow ing flowers in thi s area, it start ed 
going from flower to flower sucking nectar and in thr ee minutes 
was seen to suck from Lythrum, Vernonia, Croton, Trifolium , and 
Sagittaria. It th en wandered away continuing its original activity. 
Anoth er female was seen th e next day in th e sam e place und er 
otherwis e similar circumstances to visit Trifolium, Croton, Ludwigia, 
and Lythrum. 
In the average area, how ever, th ere is one flower distinctly more 
attractive as a nectar source than th e others. It may or may not 
be a poll en source, as well. 
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POLLEN GATHERING 
The exact mechanics of poll en gathering by female Megachile 
brevis is difficult to determine because of the rapidity of the action 
and th e minute quantities of pollen obtained from any one flower. 
The following observations were made near Cherryvale , Kansas, on 
Jun e 13, 1951, where numerous bees were visiting flowers of 
Psoralea fioribunda. Corroborative observations have been made 
repeatedly on this flower. 
The female bee, on landing on the flower spike, puts her proboscis 
into an individual flower. This opens the flower, exposing the 
stamens and pistil. The front tarsi are rubbed on the anth ers occa-
sionally during the process. The bee moves rapidly over the spike, 
working several of the flowers in this manner, then goes on to 
other spikes. Occasionally, after the bee has visited several flowers , 
the front tarsi contact the middle legs. The details are not apparent 
because of the rapidity of th e movement but presumably pollen 
gathered by the front legs is transferred to the middle legs. At other 
times the middle tarsi can be seen to brush the venter of the thorax , 
where pollen must sometimes be brushed off of the anthers , or the 
middl e legs may even be bent up over the thorax to comb the meso-
scutum. Presumably the pollen gathered from the body and front 
legs is transferred by the middl e legs to th e hind legs , but this was 
not observed; perhaps it occurs in flight. 1 After visiting 10 or 12 
flowers the bee alights on a new spike of flowers and rubs the scopa 
( pollen collecting hairs of the abdomen) with one rear basitarsis, 
or often with one after th e other. At the same time the abdomen is 
bent upward several times, almost spasmodically, then back to its 
normal position . This action opens up the spaces between the 
groups of scopal hairs on each sternum, and pollen seems to be in-
troduced into the spaces from the rear. Because of the way in which 
pollen is placed on the scopa by the hind basitarsi, a bee which is 
starting to gather a load of pollen may be seen to have the pollen 
of the scopa arranged in the V-shaped pattern shown in figure 3, 
each arm of the V representing the zone rubbed by the rear basi-
tarsus of that side of the body. · 
On alfalfa the pollen collecting is very similar to that on Psoralea. 
When the bee inserts her proboscis, the alfalfa flower is tripped, that 
is, the column of stamens and pistil rapidly move up from their 
1. L eg movem ents which probably accomplished transfer of poll en from leg to leg w ere 
noted in Bight b etw ee n Bow ers of Vernonia. Th ey w ere also not ed among sluggish indi-
viduals gathering pollen from alfalfa. Sluggish individuals are bett er for such observations 
than highly active ones. 
!11!11---------- ---------.~ -
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Fie . 3. Uncer surfaces of abdome ns of fema les of Megachile brevis, showing 
the pollen collecting scopa. a, without pollen; b, with a littl e pollen; c, with a 
full poll en load. 
original position in the keel of th e flower to a position against th e 
banner. In this proce ss th e bee's probos cis is often trapped b etw een 
the column and the bann er and the be e can be seen to pull loose , 
then reins ert the proboscis beside or behind the column. In this 
process also pollen is doubtless brushed off the stamens onto th e 
und er sid e of th e thorax and head of th e bee. Mor eover , as th e bee 
presses its head down into th e flower , its face comes in contact with 
th e stamens of the tripp ed flower. Thus pollen is probably scat-
tered over the bee, especially over its head, more thoroughly by 
alfalfa th an by Psoralea. Perhaps for this reaso n, bees were seen to 
brush th eir heads mor e when collecting from alfalfa than when col-
lecting from Psoralea. After visiting severa l flowers a bee will 
cling to a flower with middle and rear legs only while brushing th e 
front part of th e body , especia lly the face, with the front legs. Oth er 
activity was as has be en described for Psoralea pollen collecting. 
On one occasion it was noted th at when a female M egachil e came 
to an alfalfa flower which had already been tripped, she imme-
diately went on to oth er flowers . 
The behavior of th e bee is, of course, quite different on differ ent 
flowers, particularly on thos e whose flowers occur in flat heads 
( Composi tae) or in lar ge masses ( Rhus) . On Gutierrezia a pollen 
collecting female tends to work with her head near the center of 
the flower, rotating her body around the flower head. On Rhus th e 
fem ale is notewor thy for bein g constantly on the move with a sort of 
wriggling motion over the larg e surface made up by the many small 
flowers. She appears to feed th e pollen back from the front legs 
to the middl e legs, th ence to the hind legs and th e scopa, rubbing 
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the scopa wi th the hind legs and at th e same time raising the ab-
domen , just as has been described for pollen collecting on Psoralea 
excep t that the bee is ab le to do all this without stopping her motion 
over th e flowers. Sometimes while flying from one flower mass to 
anothe r or while hovering th e b ee rubs the two hind legs tog eth er. 
RAPIDITY OF POLLEN COLLECTING 
D eta ils on the duration of pollen collecting trips will be pre-
sen ted in th e section on nesting activities. The present section 
concerns rates of flower visiting , that is, flowers visited per minut e. 
The data were gath ered by watching individual pollen collecting 
bees over periods as long as possible and recording the number of 
flowers visited each half minute of observation. The figures were 
th en converted to flowers visited per minute. 
Most of th e data were obtained by observing bees collecting 
pollen from alfalfa. There is some evid ence that the rate of col-
lecting is higher at high er tempera tur es, but due to the variability 
found at any one tempera tur e, the evidence is not conclusive. Th e 
greatest amoun t of data collected in any one tempera tur e ran ge 
( 82° -85° F.) was gathered during July 1950. A total of 121 half-
minute counts gave a minimum rate of 9.4 flowers visited per 
minute , a maximum of 24, and an average of 15.7. Of th e flowers 
visited , over 95 per cent were tripp ed and th erefore presumably 
pollinated and utilized as pollen sources. The others were merely 
probed by the proboscis but for some reason not tripp ed . Th ese 
results agree reasonably well with more extensive data on this 
subject gathered by Franklin ( 1951 ) in Kansas and Linsley and 
MacSwain ( 1947) in California. 
Data from Psoralea floribuncla , a plant often called wild alfalfa 
because its flowers are similar to thos e of alfalfa, taken in the same 
tempera tur e range indicate a higher rate of visiting flowers, pos-
sibly b ecause tripping , req uir ed for alfalfa, is unnecessary for 
Psoralea. A total of 87 half-minute counts gave a minimum rate 
of 12 flowers visited per minut e, a maximum of 30, and an average 
of 22.0. 
Information on other flowers is slight, but we have records of 16 
to 18 Gutierrezia disk flowers probed per minute, 18 to 36 Trifolium 
flowers visited per minute, and 10 to 11 Aster disk flowers probed 
per minute. 
The variation in rates of visiting single kinds of flowers indicated 
in the preceding paragraphs is not due entirely to irregularities in 
flower abundance in the fields studied. There is evidence that at 
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the same tim e, place, and temperature different individuals work 
at different rates. Some appear sluggish, and repeatedly rest on 
leaves in the midst of th eir pollen collecting activities. 
To verify this impression, data on individual bees in a single 
alfalfa field were gathered. The results are shown in table III. 
Similar data , obtained in a single patch of Psoralea fioribunda, are 
presented in tabl e IV. 
TABLE III.-Rates of Rower visitin g by indivi dua l pollen gath ering bees in a 
singl e alfa lfa field. 
Flowers v isited per minut e 
Bee l\1inutes of 
numb er observation 
}Iinimum l\faximum A,·crage 
1 19 20 19.3 3 
2 12 18 15.7 4 
3 16 17 JG.3 3 
4 g 1.5 11 .3 5 
TADLE IV.-H ates of Rower visiting by individual pollen gath erin g bees in a 
single patch of Psoralea. 
Flowe rs v i~itcd per minute 
Bee }Iinutcs of 
numb er obse rvat ion 
l\Tinimum l\faxirnurn A vc rago 
1 22 28 25. 7 3 
2 16 20 18.3 3.5 
3 18 23 20. 7 3 
4 28 30 29 4 
CONSTANCY IN POLLEN COLLE CTING 
Because of th e small number of acceptable pollen sources usually 
available in any one area , individual pollen constancy is more diffi-
cult to judg e than nectar constancy. However, one ordinarily 
observes pollen collecting females visiting flower after flower of the 
same speci es, and not deviating to visit other flowers , even for 
nectar, until a full load of poll en is gather ed. 
Exceptions to this genera l observation do occur when a bee 
stops using one flower and starts visiting another, but one never 
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sees erratic visiting of various kinds of flowers as with nectar gath-
ering. Evidence for changes in pollen sources are as follows: 
Different kinds of pollen are sometimes found in a single cell. 
Changes may occur in the midst of a pollen collecting trip as shown 
by the following two observations: In September, 1950, in Area 10 
Gutierrezia and Trifolium were intermixed, both serving as pollen 
sources. Most pollen collecting females seemed constant to one 
flower or th e other so far as we could observe, but on September 10, 
a bee which had been collecting from Gutierrezia flowers was seen 
to start visiting Trifolium. From th en on it gathered pollen from 
Trifolium constantly, as long as it cou ld be watched ( thr ee or four 
minutes). On August 11, 1950, in Area 6 a female was watched 
collecting Rhus pollen. The posterior part of its scopa was covered 
with Vernonia pollen, showing that it had changed its ftower during 
a pollen collecting trip. 
Another observation made in Area 6 concerned a bee which was 
nesting in a hollow dead weed stalk. For several days it had been 
observed bringing in the pale pollen of Vernonia, and had con-
structed thr ee cells with that pollen. This plant, however, was be-
coming gradually older, with fewer fresh flowers, although ther e 
were still a great many. In the midst of provisioning th e fourth cell, 
the bee stopped using Vernonia pollen and began using Rhus. 
Additional information on flower constancy ( or lack of it) was 
obtained in recording the activities of certain individual bees near 
their nests. The color of th e pollen brought in was usually uniform 
from trip to trip. However, th e bee recorded as "d", £gure 8, used 
yellow Rhus pollen throughout the period of observation except that 
after her second pollen collecting trip for the second cell recorded 
in £gure 8, she came in with white (Vernonia?) pollen. Nest "i" 
( £gure 9) was provisioned with Vernonia pollen on August 11. On 
August 12, Rhus pollen was used, excep t that after the eighth and 
twelfth pollen collecting trips on that day the poll en seemed white 
and was probably from Vernonia. On August 14, the same bee 
used bright yellow Rhus pollen except for the sixth and seventh 
trips, which resulted in collections of white (Vernonia?) pollen . 
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PART III. MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES 
RELATION OF ADULT ACTIVITY TO ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Very little significant information on this subject has been gath-
ered. Much better bee subjects for such investigations are those 
with more permanent nests , where activity can be watched over long 
periods . Activity appears to be dependent upon certain relation-
ships of temperature, light intensity , wind, and possibly other factors. 
On a cool day , no wind and strong sunlight are necessary to produce 
activity. On a cloudy day, no wind and high temp erature are neces-
sary for activity. On a windy day , sunlight and high temperature 
are necessary . With rega rd to these various factors, different bees 
probably have quite different thresholds of activity, for even on a 
rather poor day one may find a few active bees. 
Quantitative data concerning these matt ers is almost nonexistent 
for M egachile brevis. It has been seen active at tempera tures ( taken 
in the shade of the observer's body at the leve l of the flowers being 
visited, usually one to two feet above the ground) of 76° to 100° F. 
Flight below 80° F. was rarely observed in summer, but in Septem-
ber , wh en generally lower tem pera tures prevail, it was more com-
mon. On August 21, 1950 ( a clear day) a female was seen to start 
her work when the temperature near the nest reached 80° F .; on 
another such occasion the temp era ture reached 83° F . before the 
bee flew. 
On thr ee different cloudy mornings it was noted that activity did 
not begin until the temperatur e reached 85° F . Twice this was not 
until 11:00 a. m. or lat er. Th ere is a littl e evidence that once the 
bees start to work they continue at temperatures lower than those 
necessary to activate them. 
The hours of activity during the day vary not only with weather 
but of course with the season. In early August in clear weather 
they have been seen active as early as 8:30 a. m. and as late as 5:20 
p. m. On July 27, a bee returned to its nest at 6:07 p. m. It had 
left 17 minutes earlier. In general, morning activity does not involve 
many individuals until 9:00 a. m. or later even on an ideal day. 
This species has been observed flying in winds strong enough to 
roll a bee over and over on th e ground if it happened to attempt to 
land in a gust. This sort of behavior was rare near Lawrence, in 
eastern Kansas, but in western Kansas where high winds are almost 
76-8663 
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continuous in certain seasons , it is common. Perhaps this is be-
cause the bees are forced into activity in spite of the wind. 
FLIGHT 
M egachile brevis is a bee that flies very rapidly with a distinct 
high pitched buzz audible on calm days for as much as ten or twelve 
feet. It is usually more easily found by means of this sound than by 
sight, although the sound is easily confused with that of certain 
bombyliid, nemistrinid, and tachinid flies as well as with that pro-
duced by certain of the other small species of Megachile. No differ-
ence was noted between the sound produced by males and females. 
In full flight, as when fema les fly to and from their nests, th e bees 
fly straight and at such a speed that the human eye can scarcely 
catch sight of a bee as it goes past. It is to be remembered, how-
ever, that the bee is dull colored and rather small, so that it is not 
easily seen. One bee was timed as making the 150 foot distance 
from her nest to th e place where she was cutting leaves in 15 
seconds. This is a rate of under 7 miles per hour. Considering that 
the bee quite obviously flies rather slowly as she starts her flight, 
gathering speed over a distance of 6 or more feet , and slows down 
over a similar distance at the end, the actual maximum speed is 
probably over 7 miles per hour but under 10. The bee is a notice-
ably faster flier than is Apis, which, however, has been reported to 
fly from 5.6 to 13 miles per hour by various authors. 
Among flowers or elsewhere when the bees fly only short distances 
there is no difficulty in following their flight. Bees of eith er sex 
visiting flowers can be distinguished by sound from other bees be-
cause of the frequent brief interruptions of th e flight while th ey rest 
on flowers. The characteristic buzz is therefore interrupted 9 to 36 
times per minute, depending on the particular bee, kind of flower, 
etc. 
Females searching for nesting sites can usually also be recog-
nized by sound as they fly a sinuous or zigzag course close to th e 
ground, investigating sticks and other possible nesting places. The 
flight is continuous except for irregular and often rather long inter-
ruptions while a bee crawls into a hole. In full flight to and from 
the nest , female bees fly two and one-half to three feet above th e 
ground if th ere are no obstructions, but we have seen th em fly over 
trees twenty feet high. They seem to do this in preference to flying 
throu gh any considerable amount of shade. 
/ 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON BERA VIOR 
The following notes on various activities seem worth recording 
beca use th ey may be clues to consistent behavior p att erns which 
may even tuall y be recognized: 
One male was observed near Lebanon , Missouri, August 4, 1951, 
flying about plants of Lespecleza vio lacea. Frequently it lit on a 
leaf and rested for several minutes holding its forelegs up and 
forward. 
Both sexes are often seen brushing various p arts of th e body 
with th eir legs. This often occurs when th e bees are workin r: 
flowers and probably serves to get scatt ered poll en off of parts of 
th e body . We have frequ ently seen th e eyes brush ed. 
In marking a male bee with quick drying enam el, paint was in-
adve rt entl y got on th e wings of th e right side . It har dened, stickin g 
th em toget her. The bee cou ld not fly. After some struggling it 
hook ed th e inn er hind tibial spur betw een the two wings and push ed 
outward , straigh tening the leg . After repeating this several tim es 
th e bee manag ed to peel th e paint off of th e wings and free th em 
so th at it could fly. 
NOCTURNAL RESTING PLACES 
As will be clearly shown later, fema les constru ctin g nests rest in 
th eir nests at night. No posi tive field evidence is ava ilab le on th e 
night resting places of males or of females not cons tru cting nests. 
We do kno w from num erous observations th at th ey do not return 
to th e nests in which th ey hav e developed and from which th ey have 
emerged to spend the nigh t or for any other purpose. 
In cages males and females craw l into curled leaves or similar 
prot ection to pass the night. It seems probable that th ey do like-
wise in th e field. 
MALE REACTIONS TO FEMALES 
Curiously enough mating has never been observed in this bee. 
Prob ably it occurs very soon after emergence. 
Males are often seen flying from flower to flower, not alighting 
but hov erin g for a moment over each flower, then going on to the 
next. Th e males may be very persisten t in this activity or they 
may stop at int erva ls to suck nectar from certain of th e flowers. 
We have consid ered thi s activity to be th e search for females. 
Males are occasionally seen to fly rapid ly at females from a dis-
tance of a few inches and strike th em. Females, so far as have 
been observed , repul se th e males und er such circumstances. Sev-
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eral times we have observed females which were collecting pollen 
disturbed by males pouncing upon them. 
Slightly more elaborate approaches to females have also been 
observed. A male sometimes hovers for several seconds two to 
five inches above and behind a female on a flower, th en somewhat 
slowly, or at other times rapidly, descends upon the female. In all 
cases observed, the female merely flew away. If she only flies to 
another flower an inch or so away, the male may repeat his ap-
proach. 
LONGEVITY OF ADULTS 
The oldest marked bee ( a male) of which we have a record was 
last seen 22 days after the time of marking. However, there is 
considerable evidence that th e bees actually live more nearly a 
month. The last eggs which will develop into fall adults are laid 
in early August; adults from th ese emerge in ear ly September; 
such adults (both sexes) are active until the beginning of October 
( see figure 1 ) when they are probably killed by cold. There is 
some evidence that at least in cool weather longer adult life may 
occur. In the extraordinarily cool spring and summer of 1951, the 
second generation did not appear until the second week of July . 
Therefore , the disappearance of old and tattered first genera tion 
individuals could be observed without the complicating factor of 
second generation bees. Probably all first generation individuals 
had emerged by the last week of May, yet some still survived in 
the first week in July. All were females, suggesting that females 
survive longer than males. 
Aging is shown in this species of bee in a number of ways. The 
wings become very much tattered in both sexes as the bees become 
older. This was the principal character used to judge age in th e 
observations on age composition of populations reported under 
"Number of Generations Per Year." Figure 4 shows the amount 
of wear that occurs in wings. 
The pubesence, quite ochraceous on the dorsum of the thorax in 
young males and sligh tly so in females, loses its reddish color , the 
pale hair s becoming grayish white with age. This fading must 
occur very quickly in females, for they are not often seen in the 
field with ochraceous pubescence. Males, however, seem to retain 
this color for at least a week after emergence. Very old individuals 
often seem blacker than less worn ones because some of the pale 
hairs are broken off. This is especially true of th e dorsal abdominal 
hairs. 
The mandibles of females ( but not males) show much wear. 
Figure 5 illustrates this. 
Fie. 4. Fore wings illustrating wear of outer margin. a, fresh; b, an ex-
ample of the class called fair; c, an exampl e of the class called poor ; d, one of 
the most worn individual s studied . 
Fie. 5. Mandibl es of females illust rat ing wear. a, fresh; b , well worn. 
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PART IV. NESTING 
FINDING NESTING SITES 
As mentioned in the section on "Flight," females searching for 
nesting sites are rather easily recognized. This behavior must 
occupy a considerable part of their time for they are often seen 
apparently searching. They Ry in a wandering Right, often cover-
ing an area rather thorou ghly, but at other times moving on in one 
genera l direction even though zigzagging considerably. In bare 
areas they usually Ry one or two inches above the ground, in grassy 
places just over the grass tops, sometimes going down among the 
blades of grass. In weedy or brushy areas they commonly go down 
into the vegetation and are sometimes out of sight for minutes at a 
tim e as they Ry or walk about. They rarely go into thoroughly 
shaded places, however. They alight and investigate all sorts of 
small cavities. Although they sometimes nest among green leaves, 
there seems to be a tendency for them to investigate darker objects, 
such as brown curled leaves, and especially sticks lying on the 
ground. The following quotations from our notes exemplify this 
behavior: "August 13, 1951 [Area 8]; 10:30 a. m. Saw one female 
which appeared to be lookin g for a nesting site. She was flying low 
over the grass, stopping here and there on leaves or [to suck] from 
flowers. Once she stopped for several minutes and crawled up and 
down and around a stick lying on the ground. Eventually she Rew 
off." "Augus t 14, 1951 [Area 6]; 10:00 a. m. One female (without 
pollen) watched for 15 minutes while she presumably searched for 
a nesting place. She Rew about in the vegetation, especially where 
it was dense, occasionally stopping to walk about on some stems. 
When she found an old dead stick, she spen t a long time crawling 
around it flying off a few inches and then returning to it. It had no 
hole in it and she finally left. As she Rew about in her wandering, 
somewhat zigzag Right, she occasionally came upon a Rower and 
would stop and suck from it." 
The following observations provide the only concrete evidence 
available that th e typ e of behavior described above is actually 
searching for a nesting place. "August 29, 1951 [Area 8]; 2:00 p. m. 
[A female was flying over the grass in the usual manner of one 
presumed to be searching for a nesting site. She happened to ap-
proach me.] I h eld out a rubber tub e (inside diameter 9 mm.) 
just above the ground. She went into the tube, then Rew a foot or 
so away, th en re-entered, went in and out five tim es in five minutes, 
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three times in the next five minutes, flying variable distances away, 
sometimes out of sight, between her visits. Ten minutes after she 
first entered the tub e, she started bringing pieces of yellow petals 
for the nest. She brough t many of them in rapid succession, but 
stopped and was not seen again after 4:00 p. rn. [possibly because of 
the heat in th e tub e in the direct sunlight.]" 
Another occasion when the "searching flight" was seen to lead to 
nest esta blishm ent was on August 11, 1950 (Area 6); 11:00 a. m. A 
female Megachile brevis was seen flying over the small rocks piled 
along the roadside. Once she left these rocks and went into the 
weedy pasture, searching along sticks, then returned to the rocks. 
At intervals she would crawl into spaces among the rocks. Finally 
she stayed in such a space for two minutes then left and flew all 
about th e area ( orientation flight?) well above the ground in a 
manner quite different from th e searching flight. After thi s flight, 
she returned, th en left again, fl ing about. This was repeated three 
tim es, one of th e flights taking the bee 50 feet away. (Perhaps 
because of th e uniform appearance of the roadside, these orientation 
flights were more extensive than usual.) The bee then left and 
after ten minutes ( about 20 minutes from the time she first entered 
the nesting place) returned with a piece of a petal. She proceeded 
to construct a cell, as will be described later. 
Rather different observations concerning nest establishment were 
made in an alfalfa field near Hutchinson, Kansas, July 26, 1950. 
Usual nesting sites, such as old weed stalks, were scarce in th e area. 
A female was seen crawling in and out among the dense foliage of a 
deformed, fasciate plant of Erigeron canaclensis. This bee left but 
soon returned to crawl around more among the leaves. After 50 
minutes of this coming and going, the bee seemed to select a place, 
for she came back to the same spot among the leaves of th e weed 
thr ee times in about as many minutes, then star ted to bring leaves 
for th e cell. 
It is perhaps significant that among the three cases of nest estab-
lishment that we observed, the longest period required to start the 
work of cell construction was in th e most abnormal nesting situation 
( among leaves of Erigeron). 
NESTING SITES 
Mitchell ( 1936) and Hicks ( 1926) both suggest that th e wide 
variety of nesting sites reported for M. brevis by various workers 
( Reed , 1871; Pack ard, 1892; Rau, 1916, 1922; Hicks, 1926) may in-
dicate that more than one species was identified as brevis . In view 
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of the similarity of various species of M egachile thi s may have 
been th e case, but th e differ ences in the nesting sites do not neces-
sarily indicate this. Even greater variability in nesting sites has 
been obs erved in Kansas populations of Megachile brevis than was 
previously recorded in the literature for this species. At the season 
of the year when the bees are largely in the prairie patches using 
Psoralea fioribuncla as a food source, their nesting sites will often 
necessarily be different from the old we ed stalks favored when the 
populations are in oth er places. Perhaps the mobility of this bee, 
correlated with the fact of its several annual generations, forces it 
to retain catholic tast es in nesting sites. That we are not dealing 
in Kansas with two or more related species utilizing different sites 
is shown by the actions of females searching for nesting places. 1 
They will sometimes search along sticks and weed stalks, then 
search bare ground, lookin g into holes, then crawl into cur led leaves, 
as though all these sites were pot ential nesting places to a single bee . 
The great variabi lity in nest sites o bserved in M egachi le brevis is 
not surprising in view of the literature concerning other species of 
thi s genus. For examp le, Megachile centuncularis Linnaeus of 
Europe has been record ed as nesting in the soil, in rotting wood 
( Baysson , 1902 ), benea th rocks ( Bellevoye , 1884), in hollow stalks 
and bamboo ( Hardouin , 1945 ), and in various other situations. 
Smith as early as 1855 record ed a great diversity of nesting sites 
for this species. 
As Table V shows, the nesting sites most common ly chosen, in our 
experience, are hollow dead weed stalks, old cornsta lks, and th e 
like, lying on th e ground. I believe that most of th e nests in our 
area are in such places but prob ably not as preponderant a percent-
age as the table at first suggests. Nests are most easily found by 
splitting dead stalks; it is only by observing bees that one finds nests 
in th e soil, under prairie grass, and in like situations . The second 
column ( nests found by observing bees) probably gives th e best 
comparative data on th e various sorts of nesting sites. 
In summary, it is evid ent that almost any sort of small cavity may 
be used for nesting by this bee. The bees apparently never ex-
cavate holes. When th ey nest in stalks , it is almost inevitably in 
pithy stalks hollowed out by various borers and subsequently broken 
to expose the hollow. Th ere is some evidence that the bee may 
clean loose debris out of such a hollow or even enlarge th e hollow. 
Th e diam eter of th e cavity holding th e cells is sometimes slightly 
1. Beca use of th e superficia l similarit y of various M egac hil e species, sp ec im ens hav e 
b een co llec ted fr equently in all areas of study and id entification checked by m ea ns of th e 
charac ters detail ed by Mitch ell (1936) . 
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lar ger th an th e same hollow where bees hav e not entered it, and bits 
of freshly removed pith may be found benea th th e entra nce. 
W e hav e never found a nest in deep shade of woods or even under 
a large tree or in heavy shade produced by a luxur iant grow th of 
tall weeds. Nests are most common ly found in old brok en pieces of 
stalk lying abou t where th e grass and weeds are short. 
The pieces of stalk may be well hidd en by short grass and weeds 
and shaded by th em, or may be entir ely expos ed . 
TABLE V.-Nesting sites of Megachile brevis, and numb ers of cells in nests. 
N ests T otal Numb er of ce lls per nes t found by nes ts Site obse n 'ing found bees J\1inimurn .Maximum Average 
Dead horsewec d stalks, prostrate . . 5 22 1 8 3 . 7 
erect. 3 1 3 2 
D ead pokewe ed stalks, prostrate. 1 2 2 2 2 
D ea d sunflow e r stalks, prostrate. 2 14 1 7 3.4 
erect . J 4 1 5 3 
D ead cornstalks, prost rat e .. 7 10 1 8 5 
D ea d thist le s talk s, pro s trat e . . 6 30 1 JI 4 . 2 
erec t . . J 2 4 8 6 
Ba se of dead ironweed sta lk , prostrat e . 3 1 2 1 .7 
D ea d cu rled bonc se t lea f. 1 I 2 2 2 
Termit e hol e in ga rage door . . 1 J 8 8 8 
Among den se leaves of living fasc iate 
mule tail weed. 4 7 1 2 J 1 
Among sma ll rocks on ground. .... 1 1 1 1 1 
Und er dry cowc hips . .. 3 1 3 2 
Under mat of prairie grass .. 2 2 1 1 I 
In hole s in ground. .... 4 4 1 2 l. 5 
The plants listed in table V are as follows: Horseweed ( or gian t 
ragweed), Ambrosia trifida; pokeweed, Phytolacca decandra; sun-
flower, H elianthus annuus, H. tuberosus; corn , Zea mays; thistl e, 
Cirsium sp.; ironweed, Vernonia interior; boneset , Eupatorium 
perfoliatum; muletail ( or horseweed, flea bane), Erigeron cana-
densis. 
NEST STR UCTURE 
Nests typica lly consist of several cells placed end to end and 
snugly fitt ed into a tubul ar hollow. Sometimes only a single cell is 
located in a hollow. When th ere are several cells, of course, the 
first constructed is th e one farth est from th e entranc e into th e cavity 
while th e last constructed is th e one closest to th e entranc e. Th e 
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position of th e cells in a long hollow ( snch as a hollow stalk) varies 
greatly. Sometim es, even when th e hollow was many cen tim eters 
long, cells wer e found only near th e en trance, blocking the hollow 
and leaving most of it inaccessib le and useless. At oth er times bees 
go deep into hollow stalks to construct cells. Th e last cell con-
structed may be flush with th e open end of th e hollow or may be 
deep in th e hollow. Among 46 nests ( in stalks) whos e structure 
was recorded in detail , one had th e last cell consh·ucted 35 cm. from 
the en tran ce into th e stalk, three had the last cell flush with en-
trance into th e stalk , and th e oth ers were intermediate in this regard , 
the average distance from th e entrance to th e last cell constructed 
being 3.5 cm . 
The cells are ordinarily tightly fitted tog eth er so that if a stalk 
containin g a nest is carefu lly split , all the cells can be removed 
as a single unit. This is because th e base of each cell fits insid e of 
the apex of th e preceding one. The elonga te pieces of leaves and 
petals which form th e cup of any cell extend well b eyon d the cap 
of th at cell, leav ing a hollow into which fit th e elongat e pieces which 
form th e cup of th e next cell. Oft en the cells of a series are so 
closely associa ted th at it is necessary to break th e series in order 
to determine how many cells are pr esent. 
Occasionally cell series cons tru cted by two bees , or by one be e at 
different times, are found in the same stalk. This situation can be 
recognized by the old leaf and petal materia l of one series, com-
pared to fresh ma terial of th e other. Sometimes in such cases th ere 
is an unoccupied space of one to several centim eters between th e 
two series of cells. 
As shown in table V, th e nests are commonest in horizontal hol-
lows ( e. g. in prostrate stalks), so that th e cells are usually horizontal. 
They are not infrequ ently vertica l, however, with th e caps upward , 
as in hollows of standing stalks exposed by br eaking the stalk. One 
nest was found in which the bee entere d a hol e in th e side of a 
standing stalk and turned upward , th ere constructing a series of 
vertica l cells with the caps downward. 
Most nests ( excep t thos e few in which the last cell is flush with 
th e entrance to the hollow) are closed at th e entran ce with a plug 
made of piec es of petals or leaves . These pieces are more or less 
round, like th ose used to cap cells, and are loosely or firmly fitted 
into the opening. Th e space between th e list cell and the plug 
is usually emp ty althou gh in one nest th ere was an additional plu g 
of eight pieces of leaves just beyond the la,t cell an d separated 
-- "' -- --- ,--
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from it by a millimeter or two. The distance from the last cell to 
the usual entrance plug rnries from 2 mm. to several centimeters. 
Entrance plugs ( in 15 nests in which th ey were studied) ranged 
from a thick plug of 20 pieces of leaves and petals to a thin one 
consisting of only four pieces of rose petals and another thin one of 
four leaflets of Lespedeza violacea. The average number of pieces 
in th e 15 plugs studies was 9.3. Most of them consisted of leaves 
or petals of the sort used as "fillers" in cell construction but five 
contained pieces of rose leaves in addition to leaves of Lespedeza or 
alfalfa, making much firmer plugs. 
About one third of the cell series studied were provided with no 
entranc e plug. Sometimes this was probably due to the death 
of the bee or to our collecting the nest for study before her work 
was completed, as indicated by an incomplete last cell. In other 
cases, how ever, the last cell was complete and it appears that some-
times Megachile brevis does not construct an entrance plug. In few 
cases was an entrance p lug found where only a single cell had been 
construc ted. 
NUMBER OF CELLS CONSTRUCTED 
The number of cells in any one nest depends in part on the size 
of the space avai lable. A small cavity may provide room for only 
a few cells. The right hand column of table V illustrates this point; 
th e average number of cells per nest is higher in stems, wher e the 
long cavities provide plenty of room, than in the miscellaneous small 
cavities listed in the lower part of the table. The small number 
of cells in nests in ironweed stalks is due to the very short basal 
region large enough to hold Megachile cells. 
The number of cells constructed by any single female is unknown. 
A series as long as 11 cells has been found , but there is no reason 
to believe th at this is a maximum. Few nesting places provide 
space for very many cells; as shown in table V many sing le cells 
were constructed, even in hollow stalks where there would have 
been space for severa l cells. Since the bees move freely from place 
to place, a bee may cons tru ct a few cells in one place and others 
several miles away. Packard ( 1868) reports a single M egachile 
( identified, probably incorrectly, as centuncularis Linnaeus) that 
constructed 30 cells. Perhaps females of M. brevis construct simi-
larly large numbers, scat tering them in various places. 
Study of figur es 8 and 9 shows th at thes e bees can construct and 
provision 1 to 1.5 cells per day. If a bee lives for 30 days, it might 
presumably construct 30 cells, even allowing for some bad weather. 
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CELL STRUCTURE 
The present section contains a summary of th e data obtained by 
dissecting 100 cells of M egachile brevis from 48 nests. It is well 
known that cup portions of cells of many leaf cutter bees are made 
of elongated pieces of leaves which bend inward at one end ( called 
the base of the cell) to close it. After provisioning the cell and 
laying an egg, the bee closes the other end by means of round pieces 
of leaves, which are called the cap. 
Megachile brevis follows this general pattern , using elongate 
pieces of leaves and petals for the cup and circular pieces for the 
cap. The pieces for the cup are broadly overlapped, as shown in 
figures 6 and 7. The pieces which form th e cap are all of about th e 
same size and shape , slightly larger than th e diameter of the hollow 
in the cup, so that when pressed into place their edges turn up 
slightly and the fit is snug ( figure 6). 
···r 
base of next cell -}' ½ ____ cop base of eel I 
6 """") 0 ' . . . 7 
Fi e . 6. Longitudin al section of cell ( diagra mmatic, to show make up of 
wall s) . Solid lines represent leaves; dott ed lines, pe tals; brok en line, mass of 
provi sions . 
Frc. 7. Cross-s ection of cell. Explanation as for figure 6. 
In gath ering the data on cells , the series were broken into th e 
compon ent cells. If round piec es adhered to the base of a cell, they 
were transferred to the prec eding cell and considered part of the 
cap of that cell. This proc edure is ordinarily justifiable, for the 
cap of one cell and th e base of the next are in close contact ( see 
figure 6) . However, round pi eces are sometimes found at th e base 
of the first cell in a series. In such cases they must have b een th e 
first leaves cut and had nothing to do with any cap. 
Great diversity is shown among various individua ls of Megachile 
brevis as to th e manner of cell construction. Part of this diversity 
is due to the size of th e hollow in which the bee nes ts. The insid e 
dimensions of the cells are quite constant, 4.2 to 5.2 mm. in diamet er , 
8.2-10.0 mm . in length. The dimensions of the hollows used are by 
no means as constant, ranging from just over 5 mm. in diameter to 
10 mm. in diameter. A bee nesting in a small hollow needs to use 
only a few leaves and petals to construct a cell cup having the 
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proper inside dimensions while a bee nesting in a large cavity must 
carry into it many leaves and petals to form the thick walls neces-
sary to obtain the prop er inside dimensions. For examp le, one bee 
nesting in a small hollow in a weed sta lk used only eight pieces to 
construct a cup ( nest 20, tabl e VI) whi le another bee nesting in 
a space among leav es of a fasciate Erigeron canadensis used 41 
pieces. ( nest 23, table VI). This is the bee whose record is shown 
as nest f, figur e 9. From this record it can be seen that she really 
brought to th e cell about 58 pieces but some were dropped through 
the leav es to th e ground and lost , a thing which never happens in 
ordinary nesting places. Th e outside length of a cell is also variable , 
depending in large part on how far the walls of th e cup extend 
beyond th e cap. Most cells are from 11.5 to 14 mm. long but rarely 
they reach 17 mm. in length. 
Additional diversity in construction is due to individual variations. 
Two bees working at th e same place constructing nests only 10 feet 
apart in cavities of similar size may use quite different materials. 
Moreover, th e cells in any one series are usually fundamentally 
similar but often markedly different from those in other series. As 
will be explain ed later , the bees tend to gather their construction 
materials larg ely from small "cutting places." No doubt the some-
what chance selec tion of th ese pl::tces determines in large degree 
th e characteristics of th e cells. 
Almost all individuals of M egachile brevis make use of two or 
more different materials in constructing the cups of their cells. If 
the cavity is appreciably larger than the inside diameter of the 
cell, £Iler petals or £Iler leaves are the first materials to be brou ght 
in. All petals used are thin and satisfactory as fillers. The leaves 
most commonly used are leaflets of Lespedeza violacea or Medicago 
(alfalfa). These are thin, easily cut leaves often placed rather 
loosely in the cavity. If petals are used they often are cut fost so 
that th ey form the outside of the cup, with £Iler leaves inside of 
them, although th ey may be intermixed to a certain extent. Major 
irregulariti es in £Iler material sometimes occur. Thus the second 
cell in nest 3, tabl e VI had 14 Lespedeza leaflets on the outside, fol-
lowed by £ve pieces of Cassia petals on one side of the cell, followed 
by nine more Lesped eza leaflets. As shown by th e fost eleven nests 
in table VI, leaves are more commonly used than are petals as fillers. 
Yet there are nests in which petals are used extensively for £Hers 
( nests 12, 13, and 14, table VI.) and others in which petals are 
used exclusively or nearly so ( nests 15, 17, 22, 23, table VI). Occa-
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sionally nests are found in which the £Iler material is omitted en-
tirel y; see, for examp le, nests 18, 19, 20, and 21, table VI. 
Inside of th e filler materials are almost always placed a few £rm 
leaves, usually cut from rose or sometimes from Symphoricarpos. 
Th ese leaves are ordinarily the ones which provide much of th e 
strength of the cell wall. In many species of M egachi le, th ese are 
the only sort of leaf used in cell construction but in M. brevis th ey 
are usually very few in number. Th ere are nests in which £rm 
leaves constitute a large majority of the pieces used ( e . g., fast 
three cells of nest 13, and nests 18 to 22, tabl e VI). On the other 
hand th ere are nests ( 25 to 30, table VI) in which £rm leaves are 
altogether omitted. In nest 21, almost the whole of both cells was 
constructed of Symphorocarpos leaves. These leaves are a little 
thinn er and more flexible than most rose leaves and presumably in 
this inst ance served both as £rm leaves and £Iler leaves. This would 
exp lain th e larg e number used. In nest 22, however, th e 22 £rm 
leaves recorded in table VI were all rose. 
Lining petals are th e last placed in th e cell before pollen collect-
ing begins. They are rather consistently present. Their number 
is often difficult to coun t in old nests , however ( hence the many 
"+" signs in table VI), because they b ecome soft and mushy , or 
later very delicate and brittle, and because at least those of the cap 
are often eaten by th e bee larv a. Lining petals are ordinarily from 
the same kind of flower as £Iler petals although they are occasionally 
mixed. Rarely , as in certain cells in nests 9, 10, 13, and 21, lining 
petals are absent and th e pollen is placed in direct contact with 
£rm leaves. Sometimes th ere is only a single lining petal in the cup , 
so that no complete lining exists ( see nests 5, 9, and 21, tabl e VI). 
Nest 30 is rema rkabl e in that it contained no leaves, th erefore no 
distinction b etw een lining and £Iler petals existed . Rather than 
arbitrarily making a division, th ey are all recorded in table VI as 
lining petals. In thr ee cells thin leaves, like thos e used for £Hers, 
formed th e lining or were among the lining petals. In table VI 
thes e leaves are listed in the column for lining petals but marked 
with an asterisk. 
Like th e materials used for the elongat e pieces of th e cup, those 
used for the round pieces of th e cap are varied. Lining petals are 
quite consistently present, although occasionally absen t ( see nest 
13 ). Filler leaves are also rather consistently present but sometimes 
absent. Firm leaves and £Iler petals are frequently absent. 
In the cups, th e materials are arranged in a fairly consistent man-
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TABLE VI.-Mat erials used in th e construction of cells. 
Ea ch h orizonta l row indfoat es a sing le ce ll, th e figur es r epr ese nting th e numb er of 
pi eces of eac h mat er ial pr ese nt. T h e first co lumn a t th e left gives n es t numb ers, in ord er 
to show th e way th e ce ll s were associated to form n ests. The ave rag es in th e las t row are 
ba sed upon exac t numb ers and ignor e "+" and "?" sig ns. A "+" indicates that th e 
m aterial wa s pr ese nt but th at th e number of piece s was unknown . A "?" indicat es th a t it 
cou ld not be d etermin ed whether a mat er ial w as pr ese nt or not . In th e " linin g pet als" 
co lumn , a "*" marks figur es repr ese ntin g thin lea ves, su ch as thos e u sed for fill ers. A 
b lank space indi ca tes abse nce of a typ e of materia l while a "-" indicat es Jack of information. 
Ne st 
No . 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Cup 
Lining Fi rm 
peta ls lea ,·es 
4 
5 
3 
5 
3 
3 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
5 
4 
+ 
4 
+ 
3 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
11 
8 
6 
8 
4 
2 
3 
5 
5 
4 
3 
6 
4 
4 
Fill er Filler Total Lining Firm 
leaves petals petals leaves 
17 23 3 
11 19 2 
16 21 2 
19 27 3 
12 16 2 
11 16 2 
15 24 2 
13 l * 
9 2 
9 2 
5 4 
19 28 3 
23 5 34 3 
23 3 
23 32 2 
13 5 3 
18 26 
14 2 
18 2 
15 2 2 
13 2 
Cap 
Fill er F iller , 
leaves peta ls 1 otal 
12 15 
4 6 
4 6 
3 6 
3 6 
3 5 
3 5 
4 6 
2 
3 8 
3 6 
5 2 10 
2 6 
2 4 
3 11 
5 6 
3 
4 
5 
3 6 
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TABLE VI.-C ontinued 
Cup 
N es t Linin g Firm Fille r Filler T 1 Lining Firm No. petals leaves leaves peta ls ota pet als leaves 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
2 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
2 
3 
+ 
+ 
5 
8 
9 
4 
3 
4 
4 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
2 
3 
5 
4 
18 
15 
17 
21 
9 
13 
21 
23 
22 
24 
9 
18 
22 
17 
16 
22 
10 
19 
5 
8 
23 
4 
5 
23 
20 
15 
6 
28 
2 17 
23 
7 
3 13 
29 
JO 
8 
19 
20 
2 
2 
2 
+ 
+ 
3 
2 
2 
4 
+ 
2 
2 
4 
2 
5 
2 
Cap 
Fill er Filler 
leaves pe ta ls Total 
3 
3 
2 
6 
4 
3 
2 
4 
6 
5 
JO 
6 
3 
5 
4 
7 
4 
4 
6 
4 
N est 
No. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
-,--- -
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Lining 
petal s 
2 
5 
+ 
4 
5 
+ 
+ 
+ 
5 + 1* 
4 
3 
3 
2 
5 
4 
+ 
3 
5 
2 
3 
4 
Cup 
Firm 
leaves 
12 
10 
6 
4 
11 
g 
5 
4 
6 
5 
4 
5 
4 
4 
7 
14 
7 
5 
20 
25 
22 
10 
3 
4 
TABLE VI.-Continued 
Fil ler 
leaves 
9 
8 
3 
10 
9 
Fill er T ta! 
petals 0 
3 
15 
10 
2 
8 
7 
5 
7 
8 
5 
3 
5 
3 
12 
29 
2 
4 
24 
35 
28 
23 
21 
11 
13 
11 
12 
10 
12 
18 
8 
2 1 
25 
39 
41 
18 
21 
Lining 
peta ls 
+ 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
Firm 
leaves 
2 
5 
5 
2 
4 
Cap 
F iller Fill er 
leaves petals Total 
4 
8 
3 
3 
2 
5 
4 
11 
6 
4 
4 
7 
8 
4 
4 
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TABLE VI.-C oncluded 
Cup Cap 
N est Linin g Fi rm Fill er Fill er Linin g Fi rm 
No. pet a ls lea ves lea ,·es pe tal s T ot a l pe tal s leaws 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
3 
2 
+ 
+ 
4 
12 
25 
5 
6 
11 
3 18 
27 
5 
4 
7 22 
2 2 17 21 
5 
6 
4 
4 
Filll er Fill er T l 
lea wes petals ota 
5 13 
8 
7 
5 
29 ------ - -- - ---- - ---- - ----- ---
3 2 rn 24 
30 33 33 
Av erage 2 . 81 5. 5 9 .9 3 . 1 22 . 1 2 . 3 1. 1 2 .5 0 .4 6 .3 
1. N est 30 omitt ed from this calculation , sinc e many of th e 3 3 peta ls might best b e 
call ed fillers. 
ner. Thus the vertical columns of table VI are arranged from left to 
right in the order in which the materials are ordinarily found from 
the inside to th e outside of the cell; however , considerab le mixture 
often occurs so that a firm leaf may be inside a lining petal or filler 
leaves and petals may be somewhat intermixed. For the caps inter-
mixture is much more the rule , the only generalization possible 
being that the lining petals are consisten tly on the inside. 
The most complicated cells studied were the last three in nest 
13, figure VI. All three of these cells contained four different kinds 
of materials, and their arrangement was far from standard. An 
examp le ( the four th cell) will be sufficient. From the inside out 
it contained the following: two lining petals (Cassia), seven firm 
leaves (Rose), six filler leaves ( Lespecleza), two firm leaves (Rose), 
one firm leaf ( Symphorocarpos), two filler leaves ( Lespedeza), and 
15 filler petals (Cassia). 
The variabi lity and complexity of the cells of Megachile brevis are 
not entir ely unexpected in view of what is known of other species. 
Complex cell walls, consisting of layers of different materials, are 
well known in other species. For example several species put a 
layer of mud between outer and inner layers of leaves, others put 
a layer of masticated leaf material between outer and inner layers 
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of leaves. Grea t variation in constructio n ma teria ls from indi vidua l 
to individual is also record ed for other species and Markowsky 
( 1933 ) even record s a nest of M. centuncu laris Linnaeus made with-
out th e side walls of th e cells but with only partitions between th e 
cells made of pi eces of leaves. That th e construction of th e cells 
of any one nest tends to be similar in M. centuncularis, as in M. 
brevis, is illustrat ed by Markowsk y's anoma lous nest mentioned 
abov e and by Grandi 's ( 1934) figur es of the numb ers of leaf 
pieces used in five cells of a single nest. 
Nests for th e num erical analysis shown in table VI were selected 
at random from th ose available. Th ey were collected at various 
seasons of th e year. Th e arrangement of the nes ts from one to 30 
is intended to plac e nes ts having similar charact eristics together; 
th e _commones t types are at th e beginning of th e tabl e, th e unusual 
ones near th e end. All of th ese nests were in sta lks except for num-
ber 11 which was in a hollow und er a mat of prairi e grass, number 
22 which was in a space among pebbles , and numb ers 23 and 25 
which were in spaces among th e dense leaves of fascia te plants of 
Erigeron canadensis. 
Th e sizes of th e leaves used in different parts of cell cup con-
stru ction vary. Th e alfalfa leaflets used in nest 25, tabl e VI varied 
from 7 mm. to 14 mm. in length. In other cell cup s ( not included 
in table VI) Lesp ecleza leaflets from 7 to 11 mm. in leng th and Tri-
folium leaflets 5 to 11 mm. in leng th were used as filler material. 
The smallest pi eces wer e near the bottom of th e cell. 
Leaf pieces cut most of th e way around ( as rose leaves) also vary 
in size . Th e long firm piec es of rose leaves varied in one cell from 
4.5 mm. wide and 10 mm. long to 5 mm. wide and 14.5 mm. wide. 
In ano th er th e extr emes in sizes were 5 x 11 and 6 x 13 mm. In an-
other cell in which Symphoro carpos leaves were used, th e smallest 
long pieces were 5 x 10 mm ., th e largest 9 x 15 mm. In this cell th e 
Symphorocarpos served both as £rm leaves and filler and th e large 
pieces were consist ently on the outside of th e cell, sizes becoming 
pro gres sively smaller tow ard th e inside. 
From th e above information th e impression is inevitable that as a 
bee cuts leaves or petals, it selec ts the texture and cuts th e size 
appropriate to th e needs of the moment in fashioning its cell. 
The same conclusion has been independently reached by other 
authors ( e . g., Popovici-B aznosan u, 1907) workin g on oth er species 
of M egachile. This suggests that th ere are delayed reactions in-
volved, the bee reac tin g while cuttin g th e leaf to stimuli received 
while in its nest . 
P p _L LL L L PPP LL L L LL L L L L L L L L L L L PP PP P a 1 ■ 111111 ■■ 1-11 ■11~1111-1111·■ ■ c:::.11c::::a •lllt1 ■• • • • •••• did not return 
b P P P p___L, P L L P O 0 • Cl •• I Ill. CII I CJ■ • ====- c::a• did not return 
C llllli11111111~1111111~- did not return 
PO night PO 
PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO O o..!:._ LL.-lP,PL,.....l:..._ P....f...LL L,....L._ L LLL LL LLL L LP PP 
-- ---■- ----• - - --E 11111-11111111•1111111- ■ -lllll■ ll■ II-III IIII ■ ■■ Ill 
__,:: ______ PO PO 
PO---■PO 
• observolions terminated 
l5min . 
~
Frc. 8. Records of arriv als and dep artur es of th e bee from four nests ( a, b, c, d). Records start at th e left hand margin; 
continu ations beyond the first horizontal line are ind ented. The time scale is indicated at the lower right. Information on 
th e times of day, weather cond itions, and kinds of pollen being collected are provided in the text, mostly in the section on dura-
tion of tr ips. The rectangl es indicate time periods away from the nest ; spaces betw een them indicate time periods when the 
bee was in th e nest. Open rectangles or parts of rectangles indicate inaccurate timing. Above the end of most of the rectangles 
(or wh ere the trips were short, above a bracketing line) is a symbol indicating what the bee brought ba ck to th e nest, thus: 
P = pet al, L = leaf, PO = pollen ( presumab ly also nectar), 0 = nothing visible. Absence of such a symbol indicates that th e 
material ( if any) brought back to the nest was not seen. "E" indicates the egg laying time . 
L did not return 
L L 
-----
-
L....1..... L L L L L L O L L L L P PP 
----------------------------111111• • ··••o -· •.•. 
POO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO E P g JI _____________ ■ captured 
hi ~-=r E carr .. c:::a IEll~l~J- .....:-~a:: ____ p _____ ■■iiL --....:i-.J:--li■-
-L L P P PPP PP PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO PO P pp,..k.._ LLLP,b_ 
- - • .. • .. ••--•--■ --lllli■-----• ---- E ■ 11111 c .. 111 
P LPLLLL LL LLL 0 1 ■11111-1 , .. ________ • did not return 
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~---PO■ ■--■PO■■--•P-◊ 
--------------• night 
captured 
15min. 
~
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but 
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Frc . 9. Records of arrivals and depa rtur es of bees from five nests ( e, f , g, h , i ). For explanati on see figure 8. 
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It is well known ( see, for example, Malysh ev, 1935) that senile 
bees some~imes b ehav e in unusual ways. No evidence of this was 
obtained in th e pr esent study because no one bee could be followed 
through its entire adult life. Howev er, some peculiar structures 
made by Megachile brevis wer e found. The most remarkable was 
in a nest of two cells, th e low er cell of which was normally pro-
visioned and contained a growing larva. The upper cell, that is 
th e second one to be constructed, consisted of a normal cell cup 
which was filled, not with the usual provision s, but with 40 round 
pieces of leaves of Symphoro carpos. 
DURATIO N OF TRIPS 
Much of th e inform ation on the timing of th e construction and 
provision activities of M egachile brevis is summarized in figures 
8 and 9. In th ese figures is pr esent ed th e information on the com-
in gs an d goings of nin e differe nt bees ( a to i) watched continuously 
for mor e or less extend ed periods. 
Bee "a" start ed to construct a cell betw een some small roadside 
rocks at Area 6 on August 16, 1950, at 11:00 a. m. Th e record 
( figure 8) consists solely of th e 39 trips in two hours and 25 min-
utes requir ed for th e b ee to construct th e cup (bottom and side walls 
of th e cell ) from pieces of petals and leaves . For some reason which 
is not known , th e bee never provisioned th e cell. 
Th e b ee lett ered "b" was first seen at 10 :55 a. m. on August 21, 
1952, as it flew out of an old cornstalk lying on the ground near 
Area 6. It was obs erved for a littl e less than an hour and a half, 
after which it never return ed . It was neither constructing nor 
closin g a cell , but was constructing a plug at th e entrance to a series 
of cells that it had pr eviously built and provisioned. This is, th ere -
for e a record of this final activity which often follows cell construc-
tion . 
Th e bee lett ered "c" was first seen at 1:19 p. m. on June 19, 1951, 
as it left a cell situated in a small hollow just below the surface of the 
gro und near Lawr ence, Kansas. Th e bee was last seen thirty-eight 
minut es lat er wh en it left th e nest , so far as we could tell, for the 
last tim e. The record is pres ented , in spi te of its brevity , since it is 
th e only information available on the closing of an underground 
cell. Th e space was completely occupied by the one cell and no 
mor e cells could have be en constructed here. 
The b ee lett ered "d" was first observed at 2 :12 p. m. on June 30, 
1951, as it left a nest in a curled leaf of Eupatorium perfo liatum in 
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Area 6. The bee brought in about 14 leaf pieces in the next hour, 
then started collecting pollen. It brought in its ninth poll en load 
and ceased work for the night at 5:39 p . m. The next morning it 
resumed activities at 8:43. Observations ceased six hours and 
twenty minutes later as the bee was provisioning a second cell. The 
unusually long period at the nest ( 5 minutes) just before the last 
departure observed was due to the fact that the curled leaf had 
wilted some in the hot sun and the bee had troubl e getting into her 
nest. 
Nest "e" ( figure 9) was found in a fasciate Erigeron canadensis 
plant in an alfalfa field at Hutchinson , Kansas. The bee was seen 
to enter the nest at 11:45 a. m. on July 26, 1950. The bee was col-
lecting alfalfa pollen at the time , and in du e course laid an egg and 
closed the cell with petals and leaves. Observa tions were con-
tinued for a total of 3 hours and 10 minutes. 
Nest"£'' was established in the same fasciate Erigeron as nest "e". 
The record shows every visit in the construction, provisioning and 
sealing of a cell. The first leaf was brought at 4:16 p. m. and the 
cell was partly constructed when the last trip of the evening termi-
nated at 6:07 p. m. Activity began next morning at 9:35 a. m. and 
observations continued until th e bee was caugh t at 6:02 p. m. after 
having apparently completed closing th e cell. 
Nest "g," also in a fasciate Erigeron near Hutchinson, Kansas, was 
located at 12:23 p. m. on August 2, 1950, as th e bee enter ed th e 
nest. It was observed through a series of pollen collecting trips 
to the beginning of closing of the cell two hours and ten minutes 
later , at which time the bee was tak en to verify its identity. 
Nest "h" was found on August 9, 1950, at 9:38 a. m. as a bee 
entered a hole in a dead prostrate Ambrosia stem in Area 6. The 
bee was carrying poll en when first seen , but soon after brought 
in petals and leaves to close the cell and to construct the cup of the 
next cell, and by shortly after noon was carrying pollen for the 
next cell. At 2:39 p. m. it started on the first trip to get petals to 
close this cell, the second cell to be closed this day. Petals and 
leaves were brought in until the last h·ip of the afternoon which 
ended at 5:30 p. m. Next morning activity started at 8:53 a. m. 
with bringing of more petals and leaves. At 9:36 a. m. the .first pollen 
collecting trip started, the last one for thi s cell terminating at 12: 19 
p. m. Petals and leaves for closing the cell were then brought, and 
more of both were used to close the hol e in the stalk. The bee was 
last seen about the nest at 2:12 p. m.; two hours of watching after 
that time indicated that the bee had left permanently. 
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The bee lett ered "i" was found on August 11, 1950, at 12:35 p . m. 
as it flew from its nest in a piece of Ambrosia stalk lying in the grass 
in Area 6. The first petal to cap th e cell was brought in 35 minutes 
lat er, at 1:10 p. m. and by 3:30 p. m. the cup of the next cell in the 
series was comp lete. Pollen was carried into the cell until 5:03 
p. m., the last trip of th e day. Next morning it was cloudy and the 
bee did not leave the nest until 11 : 15 a. m. and provisioning of the 
cell started the previous afternoon was not complete until 3:29 p. m. 
The bee th en brought in a few petals and leav es, after which it 
seemed to cease work ; it had not returned to the nest for the evening 
when th e observer left at 5:53 p. m. Th e next day , August 13, 
thr eatened rain all day. The bee was seen carrying leaves, although 
she had only a few suitable periods during the whole day. She 
must have completed th e next cell cup in th e series, how ever, for 
after she left th e nest th e next day for th e first tim e, at 10:45, she 
returned with pollen. Provisioning was complete and the first petal 
to form th e cap of the cell was brought in at 1: 10 p. m. on August 14. 
A study of figures 8 and 9 shows some interesting things about 
th e timing of th e trips to and from th e nest. The trips at the time 
pieces of petals and leaves are being brought to the nest are very 
irregular in lengt h , varying from 20 seconds to two hours and 26 
minutes. Sometimes considerable series of very short trips are 
made, for examp le there is a series of ten trips in ten minutes shown 
in th e record of nest c. Among the data shown in figures 8 and 9, 
plus other records, are 335 timed trips which ended by a piece of 
leaf or petal being brought to the nest. Of these, 93 were trips of 
less than a minute in duration , 203 were trips of one to five minutes 
in duration, 20 were trips of six to ten minutes, 8 were of seven to 
fifteen minutes, three were trips of 15 to 20 minutes , and seven 
were trips over 20 minutes in duration. 
There is no evidence as to what th e bees were doing on the very 
long trips; possibly th ey might merely suck nectar. It is apparent 
from figures 8 and 9 as well as from exam ination of nests , that leaves 
usually are gathered in series preceded or followed by series of 
petals; it is unusual that a petal is brought in after a leaf and fol-
low ed by another leaf, or vice versa. There is no evidence that 
th e bees tak e long er to obtain leaves than petals or that the first of 
a series tak es long er to obtain than others. As is fully confirmed by 
th e study of nest structure presented earlier, figures 8 and 9 show 
that th e last additions to th e cup ( innermost layers) are ordinarily 
petals as are the first or innermo st layers of the cap. 
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Th e length of time spent in the nest betw een such trips is short, 
ranging from as little as 10 seconds, in cases where it was later 
found the bee had been mer ely using leaves or petals to fill excess 
spac e in the nesting cavity, to 10 minutes. In th e latter cases the 
bee apparently mer ely rested in th e nest. In most cases where th e 
bee was continually active two minut es was th e maximum period 
spent in the cell betwe en lea f or petal gathering trips . 
Th e foraging trips , by contrast, are of relatively uniform duration 
for any one nest. Thus for nests e, f, and g th e trips are rather short, 
four and one-half to ten minutes, except for one of 23.5 minute s. 
This suggests that poll en can be collected rather quickly from 
alfalf a. By contrast , poll en collecting from Rhu s and Vernonia 
seemed to requir e a longer tim e per trip , as can be seen, for examp le, 
from nest "d ," in which the shortest trip was 10.3 minutes, th e 
long est 29 minut es.1 For thi s nest th e pollen source ( Rhu s) was 
not near th e nest ( it was at leas t one-fourth mile away and this may 
acc ount for th e long duration of th e trip s. The length of time spent 
in th e nest between pollen collectin g trip s was one to two minutes 
in nearly eve ry case. 
After provisionin g and b efore bringing in further petals and 
leaves, a pause in outside activit y consis tently occurs. This is th e 
egg laying tim e. The bee is in th e nest from 4.5 to 9 minut es 
( average of 13 obs erva tion s, 6.6 minutes) at this time. 
Study of figures 8 and 9 sugges ts th at unless the bee is ga th ering 
pollen, th e last trips in th e late afternoon tend to be rather long and 
to result in nothing visible being brou ght back to th e nest. 
It is also evid ent that when a nest is completed, it is not always, 
if ever, summarily abandoned; th e bee often returns once or twice, 
carrying nothing, and bu zzes about th e nest or alights th ere before 
going on. In one such instance ( nest f) it was noted th at th e bee 
was acting as though lookin g for a new nesting site. This would 
suggest that after one nesting cavity is filled or abandoned, th e bee 
goes on immediately searching for another. 
Besid es irr egulariti es of action already noted, th ere are occasional 
trips for which ther e seems to be no exp lana tion whatever . An 
example is seen near th e beginning of the record of nest "g". After 
bringing in a load of pollen, the bee left , was gone for some 45 sec-
onds, returned with nothing visible , th en left on another pollen 
collecting trip. On another occasion a b ee in the midst of con-
1. T emp eratur e do es not se em to be we ll corre lat rd with duration of po llen co llec tin g 
flight. 
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structing the cup of a cell left th e nest and rested on a leaf ten feet 
away for a full minut e, then returned to the ne t , and entered it, 
then left and soon brought back another leaf. The number of such 
irregular trips is very small, as is shown by the small number of 
"o" marks on figures 8 and 9. 
PETAL AND LEAF CUTTING 
Leafcutter be es are widely known to use rose leaves freely in 
constructing th eir cells. Th e broad ran ge of leaves and petals used 
by M egachile brevis is something of a surprise, although other 
species are known to use both petals and leaves. 1 Table VII lists 
the various kinds of leaves and petals which we have seen cut by 
this species. Certain European authors ( e. g. Hardouin, 1945) 
hav e overemphasized specificity in the kinds of leaves cut by species 
of Megachile such as M. centuncularis Linnaeus, a species similar 
to M. brevis in many ways. This emphasis is surprising in view of 
the lists of different kinds of leaves cut by various species provided 
in Friese 's ( 1923) review and in much earlier papers referring to 
M. centuncularis, for example by Buysson ( 1902) and Ferton 
( 1896). 
As was shown in more detail in the section on nest structure, the 
various kinds of leaves do not fill the same needs. The petals used 
on th e outside of th e cell and the thin leaves such as those of the 
Leguminosae serve merely to fill up extra space. The firmer leaves, 
such as those of rose , give th e cell its shape. 
If one examines a region where Mcgachile brevis is nesting, 
scattered leaves or p etals from which a piece has been removed by 
a bee will be seen. How ever, most of th e cutting is found to be in 
small areas, for example a particular bran ch of a rose bush or a 
patch of Oenothera flowers a couple of feet square. There are no 
evident differences b etween such plac es which are favored for 
cutting and similar bush es or patches a few feet away. 
The following notes made on June 14, 1951, in Area 3 illustrate 
this and other points: "Occasional ros e petals cut by Megachile 
could be found scattered over the entire prairie. Most of the 
cutting, however, is concentrated in small areas two to four feet in 
diameter . In these places both petals and leave s are cut. The 
number of cuts in each little area is such that all may have been 
made by a single bee. One similar area where strawberry leaves 
1. The author has examined a nest of Megac hil e rnontivaga Cresson mad e in a green 
weed stem near Eagle Rock, Los Angeles County, Californ ia. The ce lls in this nest were 
made of the pink petals of Phlox and leaves of poison oak, Rlrns d-iversil.oba, which had be-
come red with fall coloring. 
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TABLE VIL-Kinds of leaves and petals utilized in nest construction. 
( x indicates a single observation or a single nest, xx severa l observations or nests, xxx indi-
cates r epea t ed observation in many nests.) 
Scie ntifi c name Common name Leaves Petals Remarks 
Polygonaceae 
Polyoonum opelusana Smartweed X 
Pol emoniaceae 
Phlox (cu lti vated) Ph lox X 
Solonaceae 
Petunia Cultivated Petunia X 
----
Rosaceae 
Fra(Jaria viroiniana Wild St rawb err y X 
Fraoaria Strawberry X 
Potent'illa sim1Jlex Cinciu efoil X 
Rosa suff ·ulta Prairie Ros e XXX xx Important sou rce of lea f 
Rosa Cul ti va ted Ro se XXX 
pieces . 
Important sou rce of lea f 
pi eces . 
Cas siaccae 
Cassia chamaecrista Partridge Pea XXX Imp ortaut source of pet a ls 
Fabaceae Whol e or nearl y whole 
1vf edicaoo sativa Alfalfa xx lea flets used. 
Lesped eza violacea Bu sh Clornr XXX lmportan t source of who le 
or nearly whol e lea flets . 
Lesped eza viruini ca Bush Clover X Nearly whole lea flets . 
Tnfolium repens Whit e Clover X Whol e or nea rly whol e 
leaflets. 
Lythrac eae 
Lythrum alatum Winged Loo ses trif e X 
Cra ssu laceae 
Penthorum sedoides Ditch Ston cc rop X 
Oenoth era ceae 
Ludu·ioia Leav es bitt en but piece 
alternafolium False Loo ses trife X not carried away. 
Oenothera speciosa ~Vhite Evening 
Primrose xx 
Aceraceae 
Acer sp. Cu lti vated Maple X Leaves of young seed ling. 
Capr ifoli aceae 
SymphoT'icarpos Buck brush xx 
orbic11latus 
Compositae 
Zinnia sp. Cultivated Zinnia X 
Silphium perfoliatum Cupplant X 
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( Fragaria virginiana) were being cut was found, and another 
where leav es of Potentilla simplex were b eing cut. Strawberries 
and roses were scattered over the whole prairie." Nevertheless 
bees observed cutting return ed unhesitatingly to their little patches . 
It seems likely that an advantage of this tendency to return to a 
single plac e for leaves and peta ls is that it makes possible rapid 
gathering of th ese materials withou t the need to search on each 
trip. 
'vVe have seen alfalfa leaflets cut only three feet from the nest, 
and have seen pieces of rose leaves and leaves of Lespecleza 
virginica cut 150 to 200 feet from the nest. In the latter cases rose 
and Lespedeza leaves could have been found within ten feet of the 
nest. The time spent in flights of such lengths is negligible com-
par ed to that that might be spent in searching. 
Figur es 8 and 9 show that petal and leaf collecting trips away 
from th e nest vary greatly in length but that the periods of time at 
the nest are comparatively constant. Observations of individual 
bees made at cutting places show that the length of time spent in 
cutting is rather constant, but that ther e is great irregularity in the 
leng th of tim e away from the cutting place . This indicates that 
the bees may spend considerabl time on some trips before getting 
to the cutting plac e, for after cutting a leaf they always fly directly 
toward the nest. This time is perhaps spent in sucking nectar or in 
searching for new leaf or petal sources. 
The bees cut leaves and petals with remarkable speed. The cut-
ting is done by means of the mandibles ( figure 5). We noted the 
cutting of a round piece of rose leaf such as is used for capping cells 
in 3 or 4 seconds, and timed the cutting of the longer pieces used 
for cup walls at 13 to 30 seconds. 
Sometim es a be e cuts the first leaf it alights on but very often it 
flies on to lea f after lea f, as though for some reason dissatisfied. We 
watched one be e alight on 38 leaflets of Lespedeza violacea before 
finally cutting one off. As shm¥n in figure 10, the bees very com-
monly start to cut into a leaf , and may have a piece half cut off, 
before abandoning it and going on to another. This hesitancy is 
far more noticeable when bees are not working in a repeatedly 
visited cutting place, but occurs even in such cutting places . 
The cutting proc ess begins with the bee resting on the edge of the 
leaf ( or petal) with the legs of one side clinging to the upper surface 
of the leaf, those of the other side clinging to the under surface. 
The bee cuts into the edge of th e leaf with its jaws, cutting in a 
smoothly curved line irresp ective of veins in the leaf ( e. g. in small 
1111-.. -- .... -- ... -------.------ ----------- - ·--- -
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rose leaflets it cuts through the mid vein, figure 10) . As it cuts, the 
bee turns its body so that a piece of standard shape ( long for th e 
cup, round for the cap) is cut out. The middle part of the bee's 
body moves very little, merely rotating as the head and jaws de-
scribe an arc while the cutting goes on. As the cut is made the bee 
shifts its footing so that it is clinging to the piece being cut. At 
least in the case of an elongate pi ece, the piece is curled as it is cut 
by bending the edges away from the body of the bee. This is done 
as the bee shifts onto th e und er surface of the pi ece being removed , 
IOo IOb IOc I lo I lb I le 
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Frc. 10. Rose leaflets cut by Megachile brevis. a, leaflet with two incom-
plete cuts and one long piece removed; b, sma ll leaflet with one long piece 
removed, showing th at the bee cut across th e midvein; c, leaflet with round 
piece removed. 
Frc. 11. Leaflets of Lespedeza virginica show ing th e ways in which long 
pieces are obtained from leaflets of various sizes. a and b are common, c rare 
since leaflets are rarely so larg e. 
Frc. 12. Leaflets of L espedeza violacea showing ways in which th ey may be 
cut whole or nearly so for use as filler leaves. 
Frc. 13. A female Megachile brevis showing th e way in which she holds a 
piece of a leaf. 
Frc. 14. Diagrams showing the way in which a bee places long leaf pi eces 
to fonn the cell cup. The circles repr esent th e hollow ( or already partly con-
structed cup) seen from the open end. The l eaf piece is repr esent ed by th e 
broken lines. The be e, head ed into th e cell, is represe nt ed in black. The bee 
carries the leaf into the cell in th e mann er sh own in a, moves sideways, as 
shown in b , until she gets past the edge of the l eaf, as in c. 
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so that as th e six tarsi hold the edges of the pi ece away from th e 
bee's body, th e center is bowed agains t th e sternum. In every in-
stance observed carefully ( abou t 30 cuttings of leaves, th ree of 
petals ) th e pi ece was held in this fashion with th e original und er sur-
face ( of leaf) convex agains t th e ven ter of th e bee. As will be 
shown later, this resu lts in th e under surface of th e leaf being outer-
most in th e complete cell. Cutting continues around th e arc char-
acteristic of th e typ e of piece being removed, and at th e instant 
th at th e pi ece is severed the bee t akes flight. Th e details of th e 
cutting proc ess must b e rather constant among a larg e group of 
species of M egach ile; see for exampl e Ferton's ( 1893 ) not es on 
leaf cutting in M. cent un cularis Linnaeus. Sizes and shapes of 
pi eces remov ed will be discussed in more detail und er nest structure. 
When the be es are cutting small leav es, leaflets, or petal s which, 
because of size, requi re a minimum of cutting, the cutting pro-
cedure is surprisingly littl e modified. Thus when a bee alights on 
a lea flet of Lespecleza violacea, she starts to curl it in th e usual way 
as she works around th e edge of th e leaf with h er jaws, not cutting 
it. Wh en she reaches a point on th e edge of th e lea flet where th e 
normal cutting arc enters the leaflet, she cuts into the leaflet and 
cuts it off ( figure 12 ). This action sugges ts th at cutting from larger 
leaves is th e primitiv e behavior pattern, modified in Megachile 
brev ·is until more small leaflets and petals are used than pieces of 
larger ones. Th e pieces of larger ones are, of course, more ac-
curately shaped and it is perhaps significant that the firmer leaves 
respons ibl e in most cases for the shape and firmness of th e cell are 
always cut from mod era te-sized leaves ( e. g., rose) and are not 
merely severed leaflets . 
As shown in figur e 11, the leaflets of Lespecleza virginica are of an 
int ermediate size so that , while a piece may be cut out as with rose, 
more often the tip of a leaflet is cut off and dropped, then 6.e jaws 
of th e bee follow the leaf edge to a point near the base where they 
cut into the leaf and across it. 
In one instance a bee was seen to cut off and carry away a small 
triangular pi ece of rose leaf left between two normal sized pieces 
removed previously . It is possibly significant that this WES done 
on the last of at least ten trips of the bee to a particular cuttir .g area. 
Once the bee has cut off the leaf piece, it usually flies from one 
to ten feet and alights on a leaf or on the ground, remaining there as 
though resting for 45 to 80 seconds ( average of 10 observat ions, 61 
seconds ) . While resting th e bee holds the leaf as previously de-
scribed, curled under her body, the claws holding its nargins 
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( figure 13). Just before flying off toward the nest, the bee, in every 
instance observed, rubbed her abdomen against her closed wings 
several times . This brief period of inactivity following cutting is 
often omitted but only when bees are cutting either soft and easily 
cut petals or leaflets which required little more than severing. 
Eleven cuts of Lespedeza virginica leaflets by a single bee 1 were 
observed. Of thes e only two leaflets were large enough to require 
cutting around thr ee sides; after these two the bee rested. The 
others were smaller leaflets requiring less cutting ( see figure 11) 
and the bee did not rest but flew directly to the nest, 150 feet away. 
Data on how far from the nest bees will go to obtain leaves and 
petals are very scanty. We have seen them cut within a few feet 
of the nest and we have seen pieces of petals brought from 300 feet 
away . In view of th e diversity of leaves and petals that can be used, 
they are probably usually obtained rather near the nest. 
NEST CONSTRUCTION 
Ordinarily the cells of Megachile brevis are placed in hollows 
where the actual manner of building the cell cannot be observed. 
We have been fortunate in finding certain nests whose cells were 
incompletely enclosed, enabling us to observe certain things about 
the construction process. Three of these nests were in spaces 
among the leaves of fasciate plants of Erigeron canadensis but one 
was in a curled leaf of Eupatorittm perfoliatum. In all cases the 
construction technique was the same. In making the cup of the 
cell, elongat e pieces of leaves or petals are used. The bee brings 
in the piece of leaf or petal curled , with the edges held away from 
the body, as already described ( figures 13 and 14). She carries 
the leaf into the cavity in this position, entering head first, then 
she releases it and works laterally around the cavity until she gets 
past one edge of th e leaf, as shown in the diagrams ( figure 14). 
Additional leaves and petals are added in the same manner so that 
th e cell wall is constructed from the outside inwards. After the 
bee has placed a leaf or a petal in a partially constructed cell, she 
works in and out and around , the abdomen moving in small, quick 
(respiratory?) movements. The bee may move in and out only 
twic e, or up to five times. While doing so, she is mouthing the 
leaves, particularly their edges , as can be seen occasionally when 
she backs almost out of the cell to mouth the outer portions of the 
leaves. At such times it can be seen that the apex of the proboscis 
1. With an observer at the nest and another at the cutting plac e , there was no doubt 
about the bee being the same one each time she was obse rved cutting even though she was 
unm arked. 
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is app lied to the leaves although the proboscis is scarcely unfolded . 
Probably this activity adds the invisible quantities of adhesive 
apparently used in cell construction. The leaves stick together 
only very feebly, yet th ey are not entirely loose when a nest is 
exposed. Some species of the genus evidently stick the leaves to-
gether much more firmly ( see footnote 1 in Ferton, 1898) while 
oth ers may use no adhesive material at all. When this activity is 
finished, the bee backs out of the cell and flies away. 
After the cell is complete, provisioned, and an egg laid, th e bee 
caps the cell, using round rather than elongate pieces of petals and 
leaves. The cap is placed well down within th e mouth of the cup. 
When a bee is putting in this plug, she hangs on the edge of the 
cup with her rear legs, the body in the cell and braced against the 
inner walls with the other legs , then she pushes the round piece of 
petal or leaf into th e opening with her head and mandibles. ( This 
closing behavior was careful ly noted only once , and may vary more 
than indicated here.) 
PROVISIONING 
The partially exposed cells describ ed in th e preceding section 
provided an opportunity for observations of provisioning activities. 
When a bee returns to her cell with th e scopa ( the long hairs on 
the under side of the abdom en ) full of pollen , she quickly enters 
th e cell head first and remains in this position for 20 to 45 seconds 
( average of 14 observations, 28 seconds). While in this position 
the apex of her abdomen, which is visible inside the cell, can be 
seen to tr emble slightly . During this time the bee is no doubt 
placing nectar in the cell. After this the bee quickly ba cks out of 
th e cell , turn s around, and backs in. When she backs out the 
pollen can still be seen in th e scopa. Occasionally as she backs in , 
th e beginning of probable combing motions by the rear legs to 
remove pollen from the scopa can be seen. She rema ins in the 
cell in this position from 40 to 65 seconds ( average of 12 observa-
tions, 50 seconds), her head visible within the opening of the cell. 
Just before leaving th e cell, th e bee moves from side to side a little 
and often brushes th e head and eyes with the front legs ; then she 
craw ls out and quickly flies away. As she leav es it can be seen 
that the scopa is clean. 
Unless the cell is vertical, the bee consistently enters th e cell with 
her ventral surface down during th e provisioning process, not 
rotating on her long axis within th e cell as when the cup is being 
constructed. 
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Observations of th e accumulating provisions in the cell, made 
while the bee was away, gathering more , show them to be furn 
( not sticky as in op ened cells) and with the surface flat, at right 
angles to the long axis of the cell and smooth as though tamped 
down. 
The distance from which M egachile brevis will gather pollen is 
unknown but we hav e observations of pollen gathering from a few 
feet to one quarter mile from the nest, and circumstances often 
suggest that they ma y go much farther than this. 
EGG LAYING 
The behavior connected with egg laying was observed five tim es 
in cells which were sufficiently exposed that some details of the bee's 
activities could be seen. In each case th e procedure was as de-
scribed b elow. Minor variations in timing occur, of course, as can 
be judg ed by th e variations in the leng th of the egg laying period 
shown in figur es 8 and 9. 
On returning from her last pollen gathering trip , the b ee en ters 
the cell head first presumably to regurgitate nectar, th en backs out 
and backs into th e cell and brushes the pollen from th e scopa, just 
as after any other pollen collecting trip. She th en comes out of th e 
cell head first , quickly turns around at th e entranc e and re-enters , 
head first. She now works for about 50 seconds, moving about in 
the cell and often turnin g the body on a longitudinal axis so that 
she may be clinging to the roof of the cell ( if it is horizontal) part 
of the time. Durin g this period th e apex of the abdomen ( the only 
part visible) is sometimes bent downward in an unusual way. The 
bee then backs out of th e cell, turns around, and backs in , remaining 
there about 45 seconds. It is during this period that th e egg is laid 
on the surface of th e mass of provisions. She then comes out head 
first, turns around , goes in head first again, once more working 
around the cell and curling th e apex of th e abdomen downward . 
This continues for about two minutes ( in one case five minutes) , 
after which the bee ba cks out and flies away, soon to reappear with 
a petal and start capping the cell. 
In an ordinary nest in a weed stalk none of this activity is visible , 
for the hole in the stalk is large enough to allow the bee to turn 
around outside the cell but inside the stalk. It is interesting that 
in the megachilid genus H oplitis ( subgenus Alcidamea) precisely 
similar enterings and re-ent erings occur at egg laying except that 
77-8663 
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the diameter of the hole in which the cells are constructed is so small 
that th e bee must come all the way out of the nest in order to turn 
around. 
FLIGHT PATTERNS AROUND NESTS AND LEAF-GATHERING PLACES 
The most noticeable feature of th e arrival at and departure from 
a nest is its rapidity. When an observer £rst takes his place near a 
nest , th e returning bee may be somewhat disturbed and may fly 
about th e vicinity or about th e observer for a short tim e before 
entering the nest, but when she becomes used to the observer and 
her activiti es are undisturbed, she ordinarily flies directly toward 
th e nest, often with a littl e zigzag motion in th e last few feet of the 
approach ( £gure 15). If the nest is among grass or weeds the bee 
may or may not hav e an invariable route through the obstructing 
vegetation; th e flight through it is always slow, how eve r, compared 
to flight in th e open. One nest located under grass on an open 
prairie , where landm arks are presumably poor for th e bees as they 
are for us , was always approached from one side, th e bee swinging 
around and th en zigzagging broadly in the last eight or ten feet of 
th e approac h ( figure 15 ). The same bee regularly approached a 
leaf cutting place on th e prairie directly, with no zigzagging what-
ever, perhaps because no grea t precision was required, the leaf 
cutting area being two or thr ee feet in diameter. The most exten-
sive searching flight which we observed in th e approach to a nest 
occurred in th e case of a b ee which nested among small rocks along 
a roadside. Similar small rocks had been dumped for 100 yards 
along th e road and th e rocky surface looked much th e same every-
where. The bee was rarely able to approach its nest directly and 
often, particularly if it h ad been away for over £ve minutes, flew 
up and down over the rocks , often going as much as 20 feet in the 
wrong direction before finally narrowing its £eld of search and then 
zigzagging toward the nest. Such behavior is very striking compared 
~,o, .. , 
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Frc. 15. Patterns of arrival at nests. a, th e common pattern, in which th e 
bee scarcely slows down to zigzig before en tering the nest ; b, a pattern in which 
a bee regularly circled and zigzigged rather broadly on th e way to the nest. 
Frc. 16. Flight pattern of departure from a cutting place. 
_ _,, __ ....,, ____ 
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to the vast majority of nests studied, to which dir ect appro ache s 
were made by th e bees, probably beca use brush y and weedy situ a-
tions usually provid e adequate landmarks. Similar difficulty in 
locating a nesting site was recorded by Rau ( 1916 ) for a fema le 
nesting in a railroad tie. Th e bee sea rched th e wrong tie. Presum-
ab ly all th e ties along th e tra ck were much alike. 
In leav in g th e nest in favorab le weather th e bee comes out, im-
mediately tak es wing and is gone , usually in an essent ially straight 
course. Occas iona lly in cool weather, or at th e first departure in 
th e morning, th e b ee crawls out of th e nest and rests for a few sec-
onds to a minute or mor e before flying. It was noted that in leaving 
her nest on th e open prairie, th e bee mentioned abov e regularly 
spent about two seco nd s zigzagging or circling over th e nest site. 
Th e same bee, leav ing a leaf cuttin g place on th e prairi e usually 
zigzagged only slightly ( figure 16 ). 
Ori en tation flight s around a newly discovered nesting site were 
observed thr ee tim es, and abou t a newly discovered cuttin g place 
once. Th ese flights did not follow any consis ten t pattern such as 
flight s of increasing leng th from th e site or flight s in increasingly 
large circles around it but involved merely irregular flights over th e 
site, and in th e case of th e nesting places, severa l returns from many 
yards away. 
From th e usual nest , th e pollen source is more or less definitely 
in a particular dir ection , while sources of petal s and leaves are in 
other directions. Th e bee, under such circums tances, often ( al-
thou gh by no means always) uses particular routes as she leaves 
th e nest and returns to it. Th e rou tes of departure may or may 
not be identical to th e routes for returning. Our notes con tain 
numerous references to th e exact way which a bee, during any one 
phase ( e. g., poll en ga th erin g), follows a certain course, identified 
for us at least by bush es, weeds, and oth er fixed objects. When 
severa l observers could be got in th e field, it was sometimes possible 
for th em to tak e stations along th e line of flight from th e cutting 
pl ace to th e nest and see that th e line of flight was followed quite 
exactly tim e after time for th e whole distanc e ( 150 feet). 
On th e other hand , we hav e watched a nest ( d, figure 8), in which 
the bee rarely took th e same course in leav ing on its poll en collecting 
trips. The bee flew in a generally westerly direction for poll en but 
left in directions as different as north northwest and southwest and 
sometimes returned from direction s as different as 45 degre es from 
the dir ection taken on th e outward journey. The poll en source 
... ... 
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( or sources) was at least one quarter of a mile away . The same 
bee, when collecting petals ( mostly of Lythrum , one of Cassia?) 
and leav es, Hew eastward, following approximately the same course 
each tim e. ( There is no general rule that bees Hy in th e same 
direction for petals as for leaves; they may Hy in opposite direc-
tions .) 
The pollen collecting Hight patterns of thr ee bees nesting in alfalfa 
fields in the region of Hutchinson, Kansas, are interesting. One 
of the bees Hew consistently northward from its nest, apparently 
gathering poll en from a particular part of th e field , which, however, 
was not different so far as we could see from other parts of the 
field. Th e other two bees ( one of which nested within 15 feet of 
th e above bee and was observed on the same day) Hew from their 
nests in many directions, apparently at random, for alfalfa pollen. 
These bees were able to return directly and quickly, without search-
ing , from any direction and sometimes returned from a direction 
differing from th e line of departure by as much as 90 degrees. 
All thre e bees Hew in particul ar directions to gardens around nearby 
houses for petals and some of th eir leaves , but th ey obtained other 
leaves from th e alfalf a plants around th e nests. 
CHANGES IN BERA VIOR 
Because of th e mobility of Megachile brevis populations and the 
tendency of th e females to construct cells in different places , we 
hav e no records of activities throu ghou t the lives of individual 
bees; th erefore we hav e no knowledge of changes which may occur 
in behavior during th e life of a bee. However, in the brief period 
required for construction of sing le cells some observations on 
changes of activities are possibl e. 
It has been noted that when the fema le bee concludes one phase 
of its activity and goes into th e next, the change in behavior is 
abrupt and absolute. Thus when th e bee finishes constructing the 
cell cup it promptly changes to pollen collecting behavior, and aft er 
the cell is provisioned and th e egg laid, it promptly returns to leaf 
cutting behavior . A good examp le is provided by the dat a on 
nest "i" presented in figure 9. After each of th e two egg layings 
indicated in this record, the bee, which had been Hying in a generally 
westward direction for pollen , came out of the nest and without the 
slightest delay Hew eastward for petals . In each case she was back 
to the nest with a petal within one minute. Doubtless because of 
previous experience in the area th e bee was able to go quickly 
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to a petal :source. Examination of figures 8 and 9 shows th at first 
trips after cchanges in phases of activity average no longer than later 
trips. Thi s indicates that for th ese bees no extensive searching for 
materials ( petals, leaves and pollen) was necessary. The bees must 
have "known" of th e sources of th e materials at th e time th ey left 
the nest. This is suggestive of a delayed reaction to previous con-
ditioning. There is some evidence to support th e idea that much 
behavior o,f aculeate Hymenoptera results from delayed reactions 
which were first definitely recognized among invertebrate animals 
by Baerends' ( 1941) working on Ammophila. 
There is some evidence, meager but nonetheless suggestive, that 
within any one phase of its activities, changes in sources of materials 
are made somewhat gradually. The details of a change from col-
lecting V emonia pollen to that of Rhus were observed on August 
11, 1950, in Area 6. The bee had been gathering pale Vernonia 
pollen for several days and had provisioned three and one half cells 
with it. In the midst of provisioning the fourth cell, as she left on a 
pollen gathering trip, she was seen to fly toward some nearby Ver-
nonia and when nearly there turn and fly on a different course 
toward some Rhus bushes 100 yards away. She returned with yellow 
Rhus pollen. On her next trip, she flew again toward the Vernonia 
but quickly veered toward the Rhus. Thereafter she flew directly 
toward the Rhus from the nest, completing the fourth cell and pro-
visioning two more with its pollen. 
Another instance of gradual change in behavior concerns leaf 
cutting operations of a bee observed in Area 3 on June 16, 1951. The 
bee had been gathering leaves of Lespedeza virginica at a very 
rapid rate, obtaining them from a small cutting place on the prairie. 
An observer was at the nest, another at the cutting place, 150 feet 
distant. The bee made 11 trips for leaves in rapid succession, being 
away from th e cutting place for periods of time varying from one 
and one-half to three minutes. On the tw elfth and thirt een th trips 
th e bee was away from the cutting place for 7.5 and 6.5 minutes. 
Most of this time was spent in the nest but th e two observers 
noted that her flight time from nest to cutting place nearly doubled 
on these two trips although when she arrived at th e cutting place, 
she came from the direction of th e nest. On th e fourteenth and 
fifteenth trips , th e bee left th e nest in th e direction of the cutting 
place , but did not alight ther e. The obs erver there ( CDM) was 
virtually certain that on each trip she passed the cutting place and 
then headed in a southerly direction; at any rate an insect that 
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looked and sounded like a female Megachile brevis arrived at the 
expected time ( indicated by a shout from the observer at the nest) 
from the direction of the nest (northwest) and then headed south-
ward. On each of th ese trips the bee returned to th e nest with 
a piece of rose petal. There was no indication that she returned 
to th e nest via th e leaf cutting place. On th e fifteenth trip th e bee 
again left th e nest, headed toward the leaf cutting place but was 
not detected th ere; on the sixteenth trip she left the nest head ed 
in a more southerly direction, presumably toward the source of 
petals . From each of th ese trips she returned with a piece 
of rose petal. 
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PART V.-GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
TECHNIQUE OF STUDY 
After the egg is laid in a cell and the cell is capped, the bee goes 
on to the construction and provisioning of other cells, giving no 
further attention to the egg or resultant larva. Th e developmental 
stages are ordinarily hidden from view. Two principal methods 
were used to study th em. Cells, removed from the hollows in 
which they were constructed, were slit lon gitudinally on one side 
with a sharp blade. They could th en be opened as desired for 
inspection of th e contents. This method has serious disadvantag es 
for th e cells must be kept in a humid atmosphere to prevent desic-
cation of the pollen mass. Fungal growth therefore often occurs 
on the leaves, and later on the pollen. Moreover, th e cap of th e 
cell usually falls out. Since th e larger larvae often press against 
the cap with their middle or posterior portions in order to force 
their heads down into th e pollen, lack of th e cap seems to cause 
slow feeding and sometimes larvae seem to hav e difficulty finding 
th e food. 
A better method consists of moving pollen mass and larva into a 
glass tube having an inside diameter of about 5 mm. The tub e 
should be plugged at each end with absorbent cotton, the cotton 
plugs being about 10 mm. apart at their inner ends. Mold rarely 
grows in such con tainers. If they become too dry water may be 
added through th e plugs. 
Another good method consists of filling a Stender dish with 
paraffin, th en making depressions 5 mm. in diameter and 10 mm. 
deep in th e paraffin. Young larva e live very well in such containers, 
humidity being provided as needed. Visibility is very good as the 
lid of th e Stender dish can be removed and th e contents examined 
under a binocular. Older larvae do best in tubes, however. 
Obviously all th ese methods involve considerable arti ficiality ; 
this may account for some of th e rather great variability noted in 
the duration of various stages. The records given below , however , 
omit cases where larva e were obviously away from their food for 
long periods or where other such avoidable abnormalities occurred. 
All records of duration of stages were obtained at room tempera-
ture during August. Most larvae were observed but once each 
day, so that the margin of error in timing activities of short duration 
is great. 
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Ecc 
The egg is about three millimeters long or slightly less and 0.6 
or 0.7 mm. thick ( £gure 18), soft and smooth on the outside, glis-
tening white in color. It is laid on the top of the pollen mass, stand-
ing up from the surface of the pollen in a slanting position ( £gure 
17). If the pollen mass becomes somewhat liquid, as often occurs, 
or if the nest is jarred in carrying it to the laboratory, the egg will 
slump down until it lies at full length on the pollen . This does not 
appear to influence development and hatching, and it may well be 
that the egg is often laid in this position. 
It is exceedingly hard to tell when the egg hatches because the 
chorion or "shell" is so thin and soft and because it disappears com-
pletely after being shed. However, segmen tation , muscular move-
ments and gas £lled tracheae can be seen before hatching. As soon 
as pollen is visible in th e digestive tract , hatching must obviously 
have occurred. Three observations from laying time to approxi-
mate hatching time indicate that the egg stage lasts from 3 to 3.5 
days. 
LARVA 
The larva ( £gures 19 to 21) is a legless whitish grub. Dorsally 
it is feebly brownish, and the apices of the mandibles are dark 
brown. Details of cer tain anatomical features of the mature larva 
are shown in a previous paper ( Michener, 1953). 
During the entir e feeding period of the larva, from shortly after 
it emerges from the egg until feeding ceases on maturity, small 
spots which are whiter than the rest of the grayish white body can 
be seen through the integument. They have been seen as littl e as 
twelve hours after hatching and may appear sooner, although they 
are absent at th e time of hatching. They are not part of the cuticle, 
as th ey can be seen moving beneath the cuticle wi th the movement 
of the tissues inside the body. After the larva £nishes feeding these 
spots disappear and th e general color of the larva becomes more 
white, less grayish. 
The number of larval stadia has not been de£nitely determined. 
The exuviae are very delicate and are probably usually eaten soon 
after ecdysis. 
In th e £rst day of its life the larv a is straight and lies Hat on top 
of the pollen mass. It has thick projecting folds along each side 
of the body which seem to help the small larva , 3 to 4 mm. in 
length, to float on the often quite liquid mass of food. At this stage 
the larva is unable to move about to any extent. Usually on the 
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FIG. 17. Diagrams of cell cups. a, with egg standing up from edge of mass 
of provisions; b, with egg as usu ally found, lying on provisions. 
FIG. 18. Egg of M egachile brevis. 
FIG. 19-21. Larvae of Megachile brevis, first stage, half-grown, and mature. 
second day, after what is probably the first molt, the larva becomes 
more curved as it eats into the pollen at one side of th e cell, and 
the lateral folds are far less prominent. At the beginning of this 
stage the larva when straightened out is about 5 mm. long. As it 
grows the larva becomes more strongly and permanently curved 
( so that it cannot be straightened for measurements of length) and 
__________________ _, _ _ 
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eats the poll en down toward th e bas e of th e cell. Thus it has its 
head tow ard th e ba se of the cell whil e it is eatin g. 
When about half grown , th e larva usuall y produ ces its first feces. 
We hav e a few record s, how ever, of individu al larvae which pro-
du ced no feca l mat erial until after th e pollen suppl y was exhausted. 
F eces are remark ably variabl e, not only in th e tim e wh en the 
first ones app ear but in their color , for they var y from whit e through 
testac eous to brown and bl ack. Perh aps th e color dep ends on the 
kind of pollen being eaten by th e larva. They are cylindri cal, often 
1.0 or 1.5 mm . long , rath er firm, th e first ones produc ed usually 
being smaller than later ones. Th ey are produc ed in considerable 
numbers , a dozen or twenty often app earing durin g th e first twenty-
four hours of defecati on, a tot al of 40 or 50 or mor e being reached 
at th e end of the period . 
Since th e larva lies in its cell feedin g with th e hea d toward the 
bas e of th e cell, most of th e feces are deposited near th e cap. Th ey 
are often crushed against th e walls of th e cell by th e mov ements 
of th e larva. Sometimes, perh aps regularly, scatt ered thr eads of 
whitish silk spun about on th e cell walls by larv ae serve to hold 
th e feces against th e walls and to pr event cont amin ation of th e 
food by fecal mat erial. 
Commonl y about one day after th e first feces are void ed , th e 
poll en mas s is exhau sted. In some cases thi s requires long er, even 
up to four da ys. Th e avera ge of observations of this period on 15 
larvae is 1.9 day s, but it is pr obabl e th at thi s avera ge is too high 
for it is durin g thi s latter part of larval feedin g that abn ormal 
length enin g in th e larval period du e to labora tory conditions ( e. g. 
poll en too moist , too dry, moldy, etc. ) is probabl y greatest. Not 
infr equ entl y in th e laboratory, and in na tur e as well, larv ae leav e 
some of th e poll en mass at th e base of the cell un eat en. This un-
consum ed pollen consists of a p ad one half to one millim eter thick 
in th e bas e of th e cell. It is not clea r wheth er it is left becaus e it 
has become unsuitabl e as food or b ecau se th e larva has finished its 
developm ent and needs no mor e food , but the latt er seems probable. 
After th e larva has finished feedin g on th e pollen mass , it spends 
at least a day before it begins to spin its cocoon . Occasionally this 
period extends to thr ee days, althou gh th e avera ge of 14 records 
of this period is only 1.3 days. Durin g this period the larva moves 
about considerably turnin g so that its head is awa y from the base 
of the cell and rasping th e inn er walls of th e cell with its mandibles 
and eating some of th e petals which usually form the linings of 
cells and which by this tim e have become soft and mushy. Evi-
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dently the larva may reverse its position in the cell more than once 
at this time for cells have been opened containing larvae which 
had finished all their provisions, turned so that their heads were 
toward the cap of the cell , part of which had been eaten, then 
turned back so that the head was toward the base of the cell. The 
larva eats especially from the cap of the cell, so that petals and 
even the inner leaves of the cap become mere rings , for the larva 
can get at the centers but not at the margins of the disc-shaped 
pieces used in the cap. So far as known this is the first report of 
bee larvae eating petals and leaves. One larva was observed eating 
petals from the wall of its cell a full day before it had finished 
eating pollen. Larvae rear ed in artificial containers without petals 
and leaves seem to develop quite normally, howev er, in spite of the 
lack of this food. Under artificial conditions, with larva e removed 
from th eir cells, the entire period from hatching until th e beginning 
of cocoon spinning ranges from 5.1 to 13.3 days in summer. As 
already suggested, th e maximum lengths of tim e almost certainly 
are abnormal. 
Perhaps throughout the entire last half of th e grow th period the 
larva is capable of spinning , for slits in th e sides of cells are often 
found closed by a few strands of whitish silk during this period. 
Cocoon spinning requires from less than a day to thr ee day s, th e 
average of 15 individuals whose cocoon spinning was tim ed being 
1.4 days. 
Th e silk is spun from th e slitlike salivary opening and is applied 
by side-to-side movements of the head and forward parts of th e body 
of the larva. 
The spinning of th e cocoon starts with the larv a in a position with 
head away from the base of the cell. As will be explain ed lat er, the 
cocoon consists of various layers. Presumably th e larva reverses its 
position in th e cocoon in th e process of laying down each layer. As 
a result spinning larva e may be found in almost any position within 
the cocoon. After th e cocoon is complete, larva e consistently take 
up a position with the head away from the base of the cell. In de-
scribing cocoons, th erefore , the end in the base of the cell is called 
pos terior, the end toward the cap is called anterior. This orienta-
tion is maintained in the pupal stage so that the emerging adult has 
its head directed toward the entrance of the nest. 
After the cocoon is complete, there is a period of a day during 
which the larva inside the cocoon is able to seal with new silk any 
slit made in the cocoon for observational purposes. In one instance 
out of ten observed a larva was able to do this on a second day. 
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After this the larva appears to be unable to produc e silk; at least 
it does not mend slits in its cocoon. It remains able to move for 
several days , how ever. The total length of the larval period after 
completion of the cocoon and b efore pupation is thr ee to eight days 
( average of seven, 5.2 days) in summer; individuals of the fall gen-
eration pass th e winter in this stage. 
CocooN 
The cocoons spun by the larva e are cylindrical with somewhat 
rounded ends. A randomly selected group of 15 varied from 
4.3 x 8.5 mm. to 5.2 x 10.0 mm. The average width in this group 
was 4.75 mm., the average leng th , 9.06 mm. Th e cocoon of a par-
tially starved larva was only 3.75 x 8 mm., but since cocoon diame-
ter ordinarily depends on cell diamet er, ther e probably was no rela-
tion betw een th e starvation of this larva and the small diameter of 
its cocoon. 
The outermost fibers of th e cocoon are slender whitish or pale 
brown thr eads which form no continuous layer but attach any feces, 
bits of pollen, or other materials to th e walls of the cell and which 
cause th e cocoon to adhere to th e inn er wall of th e cell except some-
tim es at its anterior end, where th ere may or may not be a small 
space betw een th e anterior end of th e cocoon and the cap of th e 
cell. Th e outside diam eter of th e cocoon, th erefore, is normally th e 
same as th e insid e diameter of the cell. 
Inside of th ese sparse fibers is the outer cocoon. In the Coelioxys 
described below it forms a complete layer , but in Megachile brevis 
th e outer cocoon consists of a cap of coarse red thr eads covering 
th e anterior end of th e cocoon. Occasionall y it is reduced to only 
a thr ead or two or is absent; more often it extends backward over 
the anterior end of th e cocoon for a millim eter or two , and in one 
cocoon ( out of 60 examined) th e red fibers of th e outer cocoon 
reached th e middl e of th e cocoon. Thus th e outer cocoon is always 
lacking from th e posterior part of th e cocoon. 
Th e red fibers of th e outer cocoon are coarser than those used 
in any other part of th e cocoon. Th ey vary greatly from cocoon 
to cocoon in thickn ess. In one th e coarsest of th e red fibers were .08 
mm. in diameter , the finest .01 mm. in diameter with most of the 
fibers about .03 mm. in diam eter. In another cocoon th e coarsest 
were .04 mm. , the finest .01 mm., with most of th e fibers .02 mm. 
or less in diameter. Sometimes irregular thick places on the fibers 
occur so that in one cocoon whose thickest fibers were .045 mm. in 
diameter irregular bulges reached a thickness of .065 mm. The 
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fibers of th e outer cocoon are very stiff, lie criss-crossing one another 
at irregular angles, th e various thicknesses indiscriminately mixed. 
The outer cocoon is hard, firm, and th ick in contrast to th e rather 
delicate and thin inner cocoon. 
The inner cocoon is firmly in contact with the outer cocoon, and 
th e two can be pulled apart only with difficulty. Posterior to th e 
outer cocoon, the inner cocoon is continuous with the sparse pale 
threads which are attached to the walls of th e cell. These threads 
and those of the inner cocoon seem identical; they are fine, .01 to 
.001 mm. in diameter, pale brown, criss-cross one another irregu-
larly , with the various sizes intermixed. The inner cocoon is spun 
by th e larva until it is opaque, but it still appears pale brown. 
A few hours later it changes to a dark brown. This presumably 
happens when a dark brown liquid ( of unknown origin) is spread 
by th e larv a on the inner surface of the inner cocoon. This liquid 
impregnates th e inner cocoon and quickly hardens, for in every 
cocoon opened this portion of the inner cocoon consisted of fibers 
imbedded in a hard but flexible, amorphous, translucent, dark brown 
material which obviously must have been applied to the fibers as a 
liquid. This is the outer layer of the inner cocoon. 
The inner layer, which is difficult to separate from the outer, is 
highly variable. It is always thinner than the outer layer. It may 
consist merely of pale brown fibers like those of the outer layer 
applied to the inner surface of the outer layer and giving it a silvery 
appearance seen from the inside. These fibers may be impregnated 
and joined by the amorphous brown material characteris tic of the 
outer layer, or this material may be present only in the anterior part 
of the inner layer. In over 50 percent of the cocoons the inner layer 
does not reach the posterior end of the cocoon, but fades out short 
of it. In six cocoons of the 60 studied, the inner layer of the inner 
cocoon was absent. 
Rarely there are one or more small additional "layers" of inner 
cocoon, sometimes mere flakes, outside the outer layer or inside of it , 
at the anterior end of the cocoon. These layers are impregnated 
with the dark brown amorphous material. Regardless of the pres-
ence of such additional layers, there is virtually always a place 
( sometimes conspicuous and sometimes minute) in th e cen ter of 
the anterior end of th e cocoon where the amorphous material does 
not completely close th e spaces among th e fibers of any of the layers 
of th e inner cocoon. This allows for ventilation of the otherwise 
airtight cocoon. This place corresponds to the conspicuous nipple 
found on the anterior end of many megachilid cocoons. 
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It seems probable that the inner cocoon of Megachile and Coe-
lioxys corresponds to the entire cocoon of Osmia and H oplitis, that 
the reduction of the nipple in Megachile and Coelioxys is associated 
with the addi tion of th e outer cocoon, and that the addition of the 
tough, hard outer cocoon, especia lly anterior ly, is advantageous in 
protecting against invaders. 
Complexity of the cocoon in M egachile may be widespread, for 
Micheli ( 1937) describes th e cocoon of M egachile nigriventris 
Schenck as consisting of no less than five layers. 
F1G. 22. Pupa of Megachile brevis. 
F1G . 23. Adult fema le of Megachile brevis. 
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PUPA 
The pupa lies in the cocoon with its head away from the base of 
the cell , that is toward the entrance of the nest. At first the pupa 
is entirely whitish in color but after one or two days the eyes be-
come pink . They become gradually darker during the following 
several days. Then other parts of the body begin to darken , th e 
ant ennae , tarsi, and tibial spurs being among the last. Finally the 
whole pupa b ecomes black. About a day before emergence of the 
adult, the pupa becomes soft and wrinkled in appearance. 
Th e total pupal period ranges from 10 to 12 days ( average of 
six, 11.2 days). 
EMERGENCE 
Wh en the adult first emerges it is wet, and it may require half a 
day or more to dry off and expand its wings. This occurs within 
th e cocoon. After this th e apparently perfect adult remains in the 
cocoon from two to five days ( average of 5 observations, 3.5 days) , 
th en chews its way out of th e cocoon . 
Th e adult th en soon chews its way out of the cell. In so doing 
it commonly chews th e cap and much of the cocoon into small bits. 
If cells are in a series, it is usual for th e bees to emerge at about 
th e same tim e, when th e upp ermos t bee emerges. They leave be-
hind th em a tub e of leaves and petals, th e side walls of the cells, 
the low er or inner end of th e tube being filled with the remains of 
cocoons and ends of cells, all brok en into small pieces. 
Becaus e of the short series often available and especially b eca use 
of th e hi gh rat e of parasitism in long series, no significant data 
were gathered on whether females are usually reared in the older 
cells and males in the younger cells of a series. 
Fr eshly emerged b ees liberat ed in th e field visited flowers im-
mediat ely for nectar. On e female stopped to suck from a Lythrum 
flower only one foot from th e point wh ere she escaped from the 
nest . 
SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
Making use of the data pr esented above , table VIII has be en 
constructed to summarize the duration of the stages in the life 
history of this bee. Total figures from the time of egg laying until 
emergence of the adult from the cocoon are 23.9 days for the mini-
mum column, 32.3 days for the average column and 45.8 days for 
the maximum column. Probably no bee achieves the minimum or 
maximum, as there is no reason to believe, for example, that a bee 
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with one stage minimum in duration would have the oth ers m1m-
mum also. The average period from egg laying to adu lt emergence 
from the cell in the case of eigh t undisturbed cells was 32.2 days 
( minimum 30, maximum 35). This indicates that the average 
figures independently obtained in th e laboratory for the leng ths 
of larval stages are not greatly different from those existin g in 
nature. 
TAB LE VIII.-Estimat es of duration ( in days) of th e stages in th e life history 
of Megachile brevis und er summer conditions. 
l\1inimum Average 1Vlaxirnum 
egg 3 3.2 3.5 
lar Ya 
before sta rtin g cocoo n 5.1 7. 7 13 .3 
after start ing cocoo n 3.9 6. 7 12 
pupa 10 11. 2 12 
adult 
before emerging 2 3 .5 5 
after emerging 30± 
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PART VI.-THE CUCKOO BEE, COELIOXYS 
SEASONAL HISTORY AND HABITATS 
Perhaps the most important natural enemy of Megachile brevis 
is a bee of an allied genus, Coelioxys octodentata Say. This species 
has previously been recorded as a parasite of M. brevis by Hicks 
( 1926). Coelioxys is a social parasite; it does not make its own 
nests but our species lays its eggs in the cells of Megachile, where 
its young larvae kill the young Megachile larvae and then eat the 
provisions gathered by the Megachile. 
Much less information is available on the seasonal history of this 
bee than on that of Megachile brevis. Its season of Hight is prob-
ably about the same, at least individuals have been collected near 
Lawrence , Kansas , from May 25 to September 25. Like the Mega-
chile, the Coelioxys is scarce early in the season, much more abun-
dant later. The number of generations per year is probably the 
same as in the Megachile, for available information on the rate of 
development of immature stages indicates that the stages are of 
about the same length as in the Megachile. The wings of the 
adults become tattered with wear as in Megachile . Overwintering, 
like that of Megachile, is in the mature larval stage in cocoons. 
Larvae reaching this stage after about the first week in August 
remain in this condition through fall and winter, as in the Mega-
chile. 
The habitats of the Coelioxys are the same as those of the Mega-
chile. The Coelioxys seems equally mobile , appearing wherever 
favorable flowers are to be found, in both the nesting habitats and 
the nectar habitats of the Megachile. Coelioxys are often seen 
sucking nectar from flowers , although of course they collect no 
pollen. Their choice of flowers is about the same as that of nectar 
sucking M egachile brevis, although perhaps they visit yellow 
Compositae more frequently. 
FINDING MEGACHILE NESTS 
Female Coelioxys are sometimes seen flying over the ground or 
through weedy places, stopping to fly along every dead weed stalk, 
especially those lying on the ground. We have never seen a 
Coelioxys discover a Megachile nest but presume that this is the 
searching behavior. 
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Several Megachile nests which had been discovered by Coelioxys 
females have been observed. The Coe lioxys returned to these nests 
every few hours and could fly direc tly to the vicinity of th e nest 
apparently as easily as the Mega chile. The Coelioxys usually alights 
on a twig or grass blade and remains there perfectly quiet for min-
utes at a time . Once one was observe d to remain in such a posi-
tion for 72 minutes , after which it flew away without actually going 
to the nest. Sometim es after th e Megac hile leaves on a pollen col-
lecting trip the Coelioxys leav es its re sting place and hovers at th e 
nest entrance for a few mom ents before flying away. The action 
has not been observed by us but it see ms certain that if th e proper 
amount of pollen has been accumula ted, the Coelioxys enters at 
such a time and lays its egg in a ce11 which is being provisioned. 
On one occasion obs ervations were such that it was certain that this 
egg laying by the Coelioxys must have occurred during a one minute 
period following the departur e of the M egachi le for her tenth load 
of pollen for that cell. 
In view of the ability of th e Coeliox ys to return again and again 
to a M egachile nest, having once found it, it is not surprising that 
whole series of M egachi le cells or large parts of series are para-
sitized, while other series escape entirely. 
Th e egg of the Coel-ioxys is deposi ted at the base of th e pollen 
mass with one end of th e egg inserted into the leaf or petal pieces 
composing the base of the cell. No doubt the slender apex of th e 
abdomen of th e female Coelioxys is adapted for forcing its way 
through the poll en for egg laying. This seems to be th e common 
manner of ovapositing in Coelio xys ( see Ferton, 1896; Graenicher, 
1927; and Iwata , 1939 ) but as Fer ton shows, is by no means th e 
only one. 
LARVA 
The first stage larva is highl y specialized with a large , sclerotized 
head and huge , sharply pointed jaws ( figure 24). Its body is curved, 
not straight like the first stage Megachile, and its size is larger than 
that of M egachile. On hatchin g, the larva works its way slowly up-
ward through th e soft pollen mass, constantly opening and closing 
its mandibles. On reaching the surface of the pollen it continues 
this activity and sooner or lat er kills th e M egach ile with its jaws , 
usually within a day after the Megachile has hatched and whi le it 
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is still quite immobile . After killing the host larva, the Coelioxys 
continues to move about through the mass of provisions opening and 
closing its mandibles for as much as 24 hours. 
Among first stage Coelioxys larvae there is considerable variation 
in the size of the mandibles. Possibly more than one species is in-
volved although this is not evident from adults nor is there a clear 
division of the first stage larvae studied into two or more separate 
types. 
There is considerable evidence that there are five larval stadia in 
Coelioxys. The development of the larva of both Coelioxys and 
M egachile will be discussed in a later paper. 
F 1c. 24-26. Larvae of Coelioxys octodentata, first stage, half grown, and 
mature. 
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The presumed second stage larva has short but acute mandibl es. 
One cell was opened in which the Coelioxys was in this stage but 
the Megachile had not been killed. This is an unusual situation, 
however. 
Subsequent stages look much like those of Megachile ( see Mich-
ener, 1953) and feed on the pollen from the surface toward the 
base, not burrowing into th e pollen any more than Megachile. The 
easies t way to distinguish older larvae of Coelioxys from those of 
Megachil e is the presence of several setae on the outer surface of 
each mandible ( maximum of two such setae in M egachile) and of 
28 
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Fie. 27. Nest of four cells of Megachile brevis in an Ambrosia stalk. Op en -
ing at top plugged with a few pieces of leaves ( marked by arrow). Th ere is 
also a plug of leaves immediat ely above upp ermost cell. 
Frc. 28. Similar nest of six cells with plug of leaves above uppermost cell, 
which is so close to end of hollow that no open space exists between last cell 
constru cted and plug. 
Frc. 29. Abnormal fasciate plant of Erigeron canadensis. A Megachile cell 
is hidden among the dense leaves near the top of this plant. 
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a gen al projection just b ehind th e mandibular base which is absen t 
in Megachile. The duration of th e larva l stag es averages less than 
that of Megachile, but th e number of individu als is so small th at 
this may not be significant. Defeca tion often starts well before th e 
food is gone, as in th e Megachile, and th e po sition s t aken by th e 
larva after th e presumed second stadium as well as th e orientation 
of th e pupa is as in M egachile. 
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Frc. 30. Nes ts of Megachile brevis in various weed sta lks. The scale at th e 
ltft is in millimeters. a, ent rance (arrow) at cent er, tw o series of thr ee cells 
e1ch, one above, th e other below, entrance. No entrance plug. b , Series of 
five cells, no en tran ce plug. c, A single cell, with p lug at entrance of hollow 
( hown by ar row ). d, Series of four cells, no entrance plu g. e, Series of 3 
c~lls, no ~r1trance plug._ Thi s series shows how hollows of varying diameters 
cm be utilized by packing extra leaves or petals into large hollows . This nest 
ii small in diam eter at bottom, large above. 
I 
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CocooN 
The cocoon differs marked ly from that of Megachile brevis in th at 
th e outer cocoon of coarse red fibers is complete, covering the entire 
inner cocoon. Otherwise the cocoon is as in th e Megachile, varying 
widely in the coarseness of fibers and in th e extent, nature, and 
even presence of th e inner layer of th e inn er cocoon. 
EMERGENCE 
Emergence of adul ts occurs in th e same manner as that described 
for Megachile brevis. 
Fie. 31. Cell of Megachile brevis (marked by X) 1mong leaves of th e plant 
shown in figure 29. 
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PART VIL-NATURAL ENEMIES OF MEGACHILE BREVIS 
SUMMER 
Table IX presents data on the natural enemies of Megachile 
brevis as determined from 112 cells collected in July and August. 
These cells were left in the field at least until the larvae were half-
grown, that is, long enough so that parasites would probably have 
made their attacks. Some destruction by ants and unknown preda-
tors was probably avoided by bringing the cells into the laboratory 
befor e emergence of the adults. Bees were considered to have 
survived if by the pupal stage no parasites were evident or if they 
went into winter as mature larvae with no evidence of parasites. 
It is significant that not a single cell parasitized by Coelioxys was 
found in any situation other than dead stalks, and that the Coelioxys 
did not appear to search except in dead stalks, where they are often 
able to parasitize one cell after another in a series. 
TABL E IX.-N atural enemies of Megachile brevis 
(Based on 100 ce lls co llec ted in July and August) 
Co elioxys octodenta ta Say ...... . 
l ,e ucospis affinis Say (Leucospidae). 
Aprostoc etus sp. ( Eulophidae) ' ... 
A1erisus sp. (P terom alid ae) 1 
Un known predators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ............. . 
Unknown causes ( includ in g apparen t failure of bee to lay egg) 
WINTER 
Percentag e of 
larva e d est roued 
29 
3 
2 
1 
5 
4 
We do not have sufficient data on the causes of winter mortality 
in Megachile brevis. The factors listed in table IX are probably 
all op erativ e in wint er as well as summer. Coelioxys, th e principal 
natural enemy in summer, is just as important to the overwintering 
generation as to any other. Ther e are, however , additional hazards 
to the overwintering brood. 
Acrobat ants ( Crematogaster) destroy many cells of the over-
wintering generation. The dealat ed queens in the fall burrow into 
weed stalks and often open and pass through M egachile cells and 
cocoons. Even if this treatment does not destroy the larvae, they 
dry out and die when exposed in this way. Colonies of the same 
ant are very common in dead weed stalks in the vicinity of Law-
1. Id entified by Dr. B. D. Burks of the Division of Insect Det ec tion and Identification 
United States Bureau of Enton1ology and Plant Quarantine. Both of these species were als~ 
reared from cells parasitized by Coelioxys octod entata. It is possible although improbabl e 
that Coelioxys was th e host in all cases. 
l 
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rence and often destroy M egachile cells in the fall. Sometimes the 
leaf fragments are carried out so that no evidence of the nest 
remains. 
Another major cause of winter mortality is trampling of nests by 
cattle and other animals, a fate much less likely during the brief 
period of a summer generation than during th e winter · months 
when protecting green vegetation is gone. Burning of prairie or 
pasture areas in spring or fall must also tak e a large toll of over-
wintering larvae. 
Finally it must be admi tted that some larvae die in winter for 
unknown reasons possibly resulting from weather conditions. 
) ,... l 'f' 
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PART VIII.-POSSIBLE IMPORTANCE OF THIS BEE 
AS A POLLINATOR 
As explained in the introduction, the study here reported was 
designed, among other things, to serve as a biological basis for at-
tempts to increase the effectiveness of a leafcutter bee, Megachile 
brevis, as a pollinator of alfalfa and other crops. By no means all 
of our findings are encouraging from this viewpoint and serious 
practical efforts along these lines have not yet been made. However, 
a summary of the principal facts of the life history that relate to the 
possible practical importance of this bee follows: 
Individuals of M egachile brevis are effective alfalfa pollinators. 
Nearly every flower visited by a female while collecting pollen is 
tripped, therefore pollinated. Each female averages over 15 flowers 
per minute, and the average pollen collecting trip on alfalfa is about 
nine minutes long. Thus in each trip about 135 flowers are polli-
nated. If an average of 12 trips are required to provision a cell, 
1,620 flowers would be pollinated per cell provisioned. Little is 
known of the number of cells a female bee provisions, but if she 
provisions 20, she might be responsible for pollination of 32,400 
flowers. She may provision more cells; 30 is suggested as a possi-
bility earlier in this paper in connection with other data. By com-
parison, the honeybee rarely trips alfalfa flowers if other pollen 
sources are available. 
From a practical standpoint M egachile brevis is usually an ineffec-
tive alfalfa pollinator in Kansas and elsewhere because there are 
not enough of the bees in the fields. Probably the principal reason 
that the bees remain scarce is that there is not a continuous food 
supply. This bee passes through several generations per year. 
Thus it can build up its numbers during the summer months. How-
ever, a continuing food supply must be maintained for the various 
generations by a succession of suitable food plants if this build-up 
is to occur. A failure in the food supply causes the bees to disperse 
widely, as they are not bound to any permanent nesting site as are 
most solitary bees. 
One might establish in the vicinity of an alfalfa field a succession 
of blooming plants providing pollen useful to the M egachile, such as 
false indigo (spring), wild alfalfa ( early summer), iron weed (late 
summer), and wild purple asters (fall), with care being given to 
have at least some alfalfa in flower at all times when no one of the 
other plants is in bloom. Such a combination might attract and 
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maintain a large population of this bee. The wild plan ts could be 
mowed at th e tim e the b ees are needed for alfalfa pollination. Un-
fortunately the plants in the above mention ed series hav e different 
soil preferences , but some farms have the various necess ary condi-
tions . Th ese plants could grow as weeds in pastures adjacent to 
th e alfalfa fields or in uncultivated borders or strips. 
Wh ere such a program is impossibl e, one may at least attract 
some M egachil e in advance of the alfalfa seed crop by stands of 
uncut alfalfa which would bloom prior to the seed crop or by 
stands of wild alfalfa. Either could be cut as the seed crop comes 
into bloom. 
Such highly attractive nectar sources as winged loosestrife and 
buck brush may also be useful in holding a M egachile population in 
the desired area. 
Nesting sites can be provided by th e old stalks of large weeds 
or eve n by old cornstalks , brok en in one or two pl aces, and left 
lying on th e ground where th ey will not be completely shaded by 
tre es, bushes , or growing weeds . Such nesting plac es should be 
prot ected from trampling by stock and from burning. 
Leav es and petals for nest construction can usually b e obtained 
in almost any situation where th e other req uir emen ts for survival 
are pr esent. Some rosebush es will probably b e helpful , since rose 
leaves are much used . 
Unfortunately most of the usual farming activities are opposed 
to th e surviv al and increase of this bee . Sowed pa stur es fre e of 
weeds , elimination of weedy fence rows and of patches of prairi e, 
burning of pastures, trampling of ground by stock , and regular 
cutting for hay of entire fields so th at no alfalfa flowers remain all 
contribute toward decreasing the abundance of the bee. On the 
other hand , weedy and brushy pasture areas, fence rows and road-
side strips where flowers and weeds can grow unmolest ed and where 
the old stalks will neither be trampl ed nor burned in winter, and 
roadside alfalfa patches which are not or only irregularly cut, all 
favor th e development of larger populations of this bee. 
--, ---
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